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ABSTRACT
Design Without Borders: Universalism in the Architecture of
Rabindranath Tagore’s “World Nest” at Santiniketan
Melanie R. Clark
Department of Comparative Arts and Letters
Master of Arts
Rabindranath Tagore, Nobel Prize winning Bengali poet and polymath, is an eminent
figure in the history and culture of modern India. As the Indian Independence Movement grew in
the early twentieth century, Tagore used his renown to establish a university in the rural
community of Santiniketan: Visva-Bharati, “where the world meets in a single nest.” All of
Tagore’s efforts — artistic, educational, and social — were informed by a universalist
philosophy that he developed based on the Upanishads. Tagore’s philosophy facilitated unity
between all creation, including harmony between the peoples of humanity and between humanity
and the natural world.
The architecture of Santiniketan is a tangible manifestation of Tagore’s philosophy.
Designed under his direction by his associates Nandalal Bose, Rathindranath Tagore, and
Surendranath Kar, Tagore’s residences at Santiniketan, in particular the houses Udayan and
Shyamali, illustrate Tagore’s universalism in two primary ways. The designs unify a diverse set
of traditions within a Modernist framework, and provide for maximum interaction between
indoor and outdoor spaces. Udayan is a synthesis of Indian, Japanese, Javanese, and European
designs, finding commonalities in the traditions through abstraction and modern materials.
Shyamali also draws from a variety of influences and, in service to a connection between man
and nature, the design blurs the boundaries between indoors and outdoors by using the natural
material of mud. The architecture of Santiniketan, because it is a product of Tagore’s unique
values, does not fit easily within the major trends of Modernist architecture in India or beyond. It
is best evaluated as a single thread in the contrapuntal nature of Modernism.

Keywords: Colonial India, Rabindranath Tagore, Santiniketan, Visva-Bharati, Architecture,
Modernism, Universalism
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INTRODUCTION
[The] Infinite Personality of Man is not to be achieved in single individuals, but in one
grand harmony of all human races. – Rabindranath Tagore 1
In the early decades of the twentieth century, the peoples of the Indian Subcontinent
simultaneously looked toward independence from colonial rule and grappled with questions of
what it meant to be a nation in the modern world. In one of the most culturally diverse regions of
the world, both of these things presented unique challenges. Cultural leaders in India promoted
diverse ideas about how to unify and strengthen Indian society in preparation for independence
from the British Raj, ultimately achieved in 1947. One such leader was the Bengali poet,
Rabindranath Tagore (1861–1941).
In the present-day Indian state of West Bengal, one can hardly avoid reference to Tagore
(Figure 1). Sometimes referred to as “the Bard of Bengal” in the West and Gurudev (divine
mentor) in South Asia, Tagore is known worldwide primarily as the first Asian Nobel Prize
Laureate. He was awarded the 1913 prize in literature for Gitanjali (song offerings), a selection
of poems he composed in Bengali and translated for publication in English. Tagore is an eminent
literary figure in South Asia, associated with the modernization of Bengali literature and known
for composing the current national anthems of two nations, India and Bangladesh.
Tagore’s legacy extends even further than his literary contributions. The poet was also a
committed educational reformer and advocate for rural reconstruction. Late in life, Tagore
became a painter whose artistic ideas helped define modern Indian art. A philosophy of
universalism, derived largely from Tagore’s early familiarity with the Upanishads — ancient
Sanskrit treatises whose philosophies are central to Hindu thought — permeated his entire life

1

Rabindranath Tagore, Letters from Abroad (Madras: Ganesan, 1924), 83.

1

and work. This philosophy is encapsulated in a phrase from the Isha Upanishad: “He who sees
all creatures in himself, and himself in all creatures, no longer remains concealed.” 2 Upanishadic
philosophy emphasizes the existence of a single, ultimate reality encompassing all creation. To
Tagore, universalism meant embracing the unified nature of all things without respect to
national, cultural, or religious boundaries, and searching for common ground across those
boundaries.
Tagore continually strove for harmony among diverse peoples, believing that humanity
was destined to be one unified fellowship. He also believed that human life was most fulfilled
when connected physically and spiritually with the natural world. Creative pursuit was the
primary means for understanding the creative principles underlying the entire world. Tagore’s
universalism has ramifications on issues as diverse as international relations, lifestyle, art, and
education. He rejected divisions based on national boundaries, criticizing nationalism, the
identification with one’s own nation to the exclusion and detriment of the interests of other
peoples. Tagore lamented that the nationalist ideals that emerged in nineteenth century Europe
led to conflicts such as World War I and new imperial conquests. The poet also experimented
with an educational model that would nurture knowledge and personal growth through both
artistic activity and the curiosity that would organically arise within a natural setting. He
considered the university he established at Santiniketan, Visva-Bharati, to be his life’s greatest
effort.
In many ways, Santiniketan and its environs are the most complete expression of
Tagore’s universalism, and the buildings constructed there during his lifetime are its most

Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, Edmond Holmes, and Rabindranath Tagore, The Philosophy of the Upanisads.
By S. Radhakrishnan. With a Foreword by Rabindranath Tagore and an Introduction by Edmond Holmes (London,
NY, 1924), xii.
2

2

tangible manifestations. Founded in 1901 as a small school for children, by 1921 Tagore’s school
had grown into a university, “where the world meets in a single nest.” 3 The buildings constructed
during Tagore’s life are a unique synthesis of Western Modernism with South and East Asian
traditions. Their construction is also socio-ecologically conscious, utilizing natural materials
such as mud to lessen environmental impact and also facilitating a connection between humans
and the natural world. These ideas are seen most clearly in two of the houses designed for Tagore
at Santiniketan: Udayan (the dawning) and Shyamali (dusky). Although Tagore did not design
the buildings of Santiniketan himself, his position as patron and mentor to the chief designers —
Surendranath Kar, Nandalal Bose, and Tagore’s son, Rathindranath — meant that his ideas and
specific requests heavily influenced their output. Because none were trained architects, the
designs of these houses were highly collaborative, and Kar, Bose, and Rathindranath Tagore, as
Visva-Bharati faculty, were already invested in the realization of Tagore’s universalist ideals in
education.
Tagore’s ideas have had a lasting effect on Indian culture and beyond, looking forward to
today’s global society. In one respect his work is particularly relevant to the architecture of this
global society. Current architectural trends highlight the organic integration between a building
and its natural surroundings, and with today’s climatic uncertainty, sustainability and ecofriendliness have become an essential consideration in design. 4
This thesis examines Tagore’s philosophy of universalism and its application to
architectural design. Two of Tagore’s residences at Santiniketan, Udayan and Shyamali (see

3
“Educational Ideas,” Visva-Bharati, accessed May 1, 2020,
http://www.visvabharati.ac.in/educational_ideas.html.
4
World Green Building Council, accessed June 1, 2020, https://www.worldgbc.org/.

3

Figures 2 and 3), reflect that philosophy in the designers’ aesthetic choices, spatial organization,
and materials. Udayan and Shyamali both manifest cultural synthesis, connection to the natural
world, and awareness of environmental impact. These characteristics overlap with those of other
Modernist architecture worldwide, but with their unique cultural and historical moment, they
serve as a counterpoint to the mainstream trends of the early twentieth century Modernism.

Literature Review
Rabindranath Tagore’s fame has made Santiniketan a popular tourist site. Tagore’s
existing residences were built on a site called Uttarayan (northern path), 5 currently part of the
Rabindra Bhavan Museum campus adjacent to Visva-Bharati University. Most Tagore
scholarship relates to his literary output and social and educational ideas; there are few studies of
Tagore’s art and fewer of the architecture with which he was involved. The breadth of Tagore
studies and the fact that Santiniketan does not fit comfortably with other contemporaneous
architectural trends means that the number of thorough architectural analyses of Santiniketan’s
architecture is limited.
Art historians have successfully situated Tagore’s artistic output in the context of the
Modernist art movement. Ratan Parimoo’s study of three painters in the Tagore family,
Abanindranath, his brother Gaganendranath, and their uncle Rabindranath, is relevant to define
Rabindranath Tagore’s relationship with artistic Modernism. 6 Abanindranath, leader of the
Bengal School of Art, was a revivalist who assimilated Japanese techniques to update Indian

5
Uttarayan is a Sanskrit reference to the summer solstice. The earth’s movement in its orbit toward its
closest point to the sun is a cosmic symbol of enlightenment.
6
Ratan Parimoo, The Paintings of the Three Tagores, Abanindranath, Gaganendranath, Rabindranath,
(Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda, 1973); Ratan Parimoo, The Art of the Three Tagores: from Revival to
Modernity (New Delhi: Kumar Gallery, 2011).

4

painting, largely in service to the Swadeshi movement of 1905. Gaganendranath experimented
with both Cubism and Expressionism, but he never broke with the Bengal School. Rabindranath,
on the other hand, felt restricted by the Bengal School and created his own style, taking
inspiration from European Primitivism and Expressionism but developing his own unique
representational distortions. He is often considered the first major Modernist painter in India. 7
Parimoo and Partha Mitter, who investigated the emergence of Modern art in India, are both
careful to note that in embracing Modernism, Rabindranath Tagore did not yield to Western
imperialist ideas of superiority. Rather, he saw European Modernism, particularly that of
German artists, to be a break from cultural hegemony. 8 He also saw Indian revivalism as limiting
and cultural insularity as foreign to the core of Indian society.
The work of the Santiniketan artists led by Rabindranath Tagore has traditionally been
viewed as an extension of the Bengal School because it encompasses revivalist subjects and
techniques. 9 In 1997, R. Siva Kumar redefined the Santiniketan art movement as Contextual
Modernism. 10 The paradigm of Contextual Modernism has created a new narrative for early
Modernist art in India, one which sees revivalism and Modernist Expressionism as part of the
same goal: to open doors to aspiring Indian artists, freeing them from imperial restrictions and
allowing them to give new life to Indian art. Contextual Modernism, which references the
specific historical moment of the Santiniketan artists, avoids the deprecatory connotations of
terms such as Colonial Modernism or Primitive Modernism. Kumar argues that only within the
context of a time, place, and culture, can non-mainstream Modernist art be understood and

Partha Mitter, Indian Art (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), 192.
Partha Mitter, The Triumph of Modernism: India’s Artists and the Avant-Garde, 1922-1947 (London:
Reaktion Books, 2007).
9
Archer, W.G. India and Modern Art (New York: MacMillan Co., 1959).
10
R. Siva Kumar, Santiniketan: The Making of Contextual Modernism (New Delhi: National Gallery of
Modern Art, 1997).
7
8
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recognized not as derivative, but assimilatory. Modernism at its core is not divorced from the
past, but is a critical re-engagement with tradition, and the work of the Santiniketan artists is no
exception. 11 The Indian subcontinent has a centuries-long history of cultural hybridity and
assimilation, and in that respect, Rabindranath Tagore’s Modernism is deeply ingrained in the
spirit of Indian culture. Although Kumar does not comment on the architecture of Santiniketan,
many of the buildings constructed during Tagore’s lifetime are linked to the Contextual
Modernism movement.
Attempts to fit the Santiniketan architectural style into a larger stream of modern
architectural trends in India have also placed it with Indian nationalism and the Bengal School. 12
Lang, Desai and Desai defined the Santiniketan style as “aristocratic folk,” tying it to the Bengal
School and Swadeshi ideals, but by the time these buildings were constructed Tagore had long
disassociated himself with the Swadeshi Movement and rejected many of its ideals. Two of the
designers, Nandalal Bose and Surendranath Kar, had both studied painting under Abanindranath
Tagore, but as will be shown, their work at Santiniketan under Rabindranath Tagore’s guidance
had grown beyond the restrictions of the Bengal School.
The architecture of Santiniketan cannot be evaluated holistically without analyzing it in
the context of its patron, Rabindranath Tagore. He outlined the basic concepts for most of the
building constructed during his lifetime and worked closely with the lead designers. A few
researchers have linked the Santiniketan architecture to various aspects of Tagore’s universalist
philosophy.

R. Siva Kumar, “All the Shared Experiences of the Lived World,” Humanities Underground. December
30, 2013. http://humanitiesunderground.org/all-the-shared-experiences-of-the-lived-world-ii/.
12
Prarthita Biswas and Jayanta Mete, “The Architectural Style of Shantiniketan”, Journal of Education &
Social Policy 1, no. 2 (2014): 82-85.
11
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Arunendu Banerjee interpreted the Santiniketan architecture as early green building
design, concluding that Tagore was one of India’s first environmentalists and, along with
Scottish urban planner Patrick Geddes, a forerunner of the Green Building Movement. 13 While
Tagore’s sympathies were in line with Geddes’, Tagore was not an active advocate for nature
conservation as Geddes was, and environmental friendliness was only a part of Tagore’s
philosophy manifested in architecture.
Two scholars, Samit Das and Saptarshi Sanyal, have analyzed the Santiniketan buildings
as manifestations of Tagore’s personal ideals, a counterpoint to the prevailing imperial
architecture styles of the time. Sanyal focuses on Tagore’s formative life experiences, and
although he touches on Tagore’s universalist philosophy, the article length precludes a
systematic analysis. 14 Das published the only monographic examination of the architecture of
Santiniketan, a product of fifteen years of extensive research. 15 He writes in depth about how
Tagore revived the Upanishadic legacy of humanism, global fraternity, and pluralism of
worldviews. It is as much a poetic contemplation as a study, however, and because Das
comments on many buildings across the Visva-Bharati campus, he only addresses design details
only selectively. Das’s and Sanyal’s work have been invaluable to my research, serving as
starting points for my investigations of historical precedents for the Udayan and Shyamali
designs.
Tagore’s universalist philosophy is expansive and not easily defined, particularly because
it defies categorization within the strictures of the prevailing political and artistic movements of

13
Arunendu Banerjee, Rabindranath Tagore and Patrick Geddes: The Ecological Cultural Visionaries,
(New Delhi: Asiatic Society, 2005).
14
Saptarshi Sanyal, “The Poet’s Home: Architectural Innovations in Rabindranath Tagore’s Dwellings in
Santiniketan,” International Journal of Arts & Sciences, 8 (2015).
15
Samit Das, Architecture of Santiniketan: Tagore’s Concept of Space (New Delhi: Niyogi Books, 2013).
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its time. This work is an attempt to define Tagore’s philosophy concisely, address how it applies
to Indian culture, nationalism, education, art, and modernity and, with as much precision as
possible, how it is illustrated in the designs of two of Tagore’s houses. Udayan and Shyamali
have been chosen to represent the whole of the early Santiniketan style of architecture. This
thesis traces, in as much detail as possible, the sources of inspiration for various elements of the
Udayan and Shyamali designs. Photographic comparisons between historical precedents across
India and the world and their counterparts at Santiniketan are provided where possible. Finally,
this work articulates how the universalism in Santiniketan’s architecture overlaps with and
diverges from the Modernist movement in architecture.

Theoretical Considerations
Postcolonial theory is integral to this study, largely because Tagore himself was in
continual dialogue with prevailing views of cultural and individual identity in colonial India,
often in opposition to other colonized voices as well as those of colonizers. Indian culture and
independence activity were far from monolithic, and cognizance of the cultural complexity
within which Tagore operated is crucial in understanding the breadth of his work. Several
postcolonial theorists have provided useful tools through which to study Tagore’s cultural
environment. These theorists include Edward Said, Benedict Anderson, Homi Bhabha, and
Gayatri Spivak.
In his international travels, Tagore was frequently subject to what Edward Said terms
Orientalist Othering, or labeling someone of a different culture based on reductive, essentialist
criteria, usually in a subordinate category. 16 Once the rapturous reception of Gitanjali and the

16

Edward Said, Orientalism (New York, Random House, 1979), 65-67.
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acclaim surrounding Tagore’s Nobel Prize died down, Tagore’s reputation in the West was
mixed. Some groups, such as Theosophists, viewed him as a mystical sage, which discouraged
more intellectual circles from taking him seriously. 17 Tagore also experienced politically
motivated Othering in particular in the years surrounding World War I. Popular support for the
subjugated Indian people among the United States populace cooled in the interest of solidarity
with their British allies, and Tagore was even treated with suspicion in American intellectual
circles. In 1917 he was rumored to be part of a conspiracy to fund a revolution in India with
German support. Because the United States and Great Britain were in a war with Germany at that
time, this allegation, though untrue, severely damaged Tagore’s reputation in America. It
essentially halted Tagore’s efforts to raise money for Visva-Bharati in the United States. 18
Benedict Anderson’s theory of nations as “imagined communities” is particularly
relevant; Tagore’s lectures on nationalism place him as a possible precursor to Anderson. 19
Tagore expressed vehement opposition to nationalism and the imperial agendas the ideology
legitimized, even distancing himself from mainstream Indian independence rhetoric with this
belief. In Imagined Communities, Anderson examines the paradigm and history of the nation as
an imaginary political community, in which people identify with other members of their
community without ever having met them, to the exclusion of others outside an arbitrary
boundary. Nationalism also grew with print communication because, when vernacular languages
became the means of administrative communication, individual literary and cultural traditions
evolved from these vernacular languages. 20 Because nationalism emerged during the Western
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World’s ages of Enlightenment and Revolution, nations as sovereign powers succeeded the
belief in divinely ordained monarchies. The idea of the nation as a sovereign community paved
the way for millions of people even being willing to die for their imagined identities. 21 Tagore
would have agreed with Anderson’s definition of the nation as an imagined community. The
resulting crowd psychology leading to destructive events, with little or no philosophical basis,
was the primary aspect of nationalism to which Tagore objected.
Homi Bhabha’s theories of hybridity, mimicry, and third space are also relevant to this
study. Bhabha theorizes that hybridity, or the effects of a mixture of cultures on individual and
cultural identity, creates a liminal space called third space, a paradigm associated with colonial
anxiety. 22 This theory challenges assumptions about cultural essentialism. Tagore can be said to
have carved out a third space in his work at Santiniketan, but the resulting hybridity of his work
was not necessarily a passive result. Rather, Tagore’s intentional pursuit of universalist ideals led
to a partially self-directed hybridity. While he was a colonial subject, Tagore had the education
and resources to manage in part which elements of imperial and subaltern cultures he would
assimilate. Tagore was still bound by colonial social structures but by forging international
alliances, he attempted to reach beyond the liminal third space.
Finally, Gayatri Spivak’s work is critical in understanding that Rabindranath Tagore was
only one of many cultural voices in colonial India. He does not represent the entire Indian
populace or any specific sub-population, nor does mainstream Indian thought of the time or the
views of colonial powers represent Tagore. In her deconstruction of the postcolonial concept of
the subaltern, groups or individuals outside the hierarchy of colonial power, Spivak cautions
against the tendency to homogenize the experience of a colonized people. Just as there is no
21
22
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single, recoverable pre-colonial past in any region, there is no perspective of the colonized which
singlehandedly opposes that of the colonizers. 23 As a male, educated, aristocratic landowner of
the Brahmin class Tagore, although a colonial subject, was not a true subaltern. Tagore’s work
included efforts improve the lives of the rural poor, but he was incapable of speaking for them as
a people. Tagore appears to have been at least somewhat aware of this; rural life and poverty
feature frequently in his short stories, but predominantly as observational vignettes. His longer,
more psychologically complex and philosophical literary works, focus predominantly on the
Bengali upper classes.
These postcolonial theories have informed the research for this work on Tagore, his
universalist philosophy, and the architectural manifestations of that philosophy. They have
allowed for a more critical look at what Tagore achieved and how his cultural setting influenced
his work. These theories of Orientalism, imagined communities, hybridity, third space, and
subaltern studies supply a framework for this research, allowing for better informed presentation
of research and arguments.
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES
"I regard the Poet [Tagore] as a sentinel warning us against the approach of enemies
called Bigotry, Lethargy, Intolerance, Ignorance, Inertia and other members of that
brood." – Mahatma Gandhi, 1921 24
Rabindranath Tagore (1861–1941)
Rabindranath Tagore was born in 1861, the youngest of thirteen surviving children of
Bengali religious reformer Debendranath Tagore and his wife, Sarada Devi. As part of the
affluent Tagore family, Rabindranath grew up in the bustling city of Calcutta, the capital of
British India. In the early nineteenth century, modernizing and thus Anglicizing, was a mark of
patriotism among Indian elites; the prevailing belief among wealthy Indians was that for Hindu
society to thrive, it must embrace technology and purge antiquated social practices such as child
marriage, sati (widow burning), and caste discrimination. 25 Simultaneously, Tagore grew up
during the flowering of what is now known as the Bengal Renaissance, which included a
religious reform movement, a literary revolution, and a burgeoning nationalist movement. 26
The intellectuals of the Bengal Renaissance examined the philosophical basis of Indian
culture to rediscover its past and utilize it to develop ideals for the future of India. 27 The Bengali
city of Calcutta, as the seat of the British Raj until 1912, was the central location of British
introduction of technologies such as printing presses. Bengal was also uniquely positioned as a
hub of cultural exchange between the Indian subcontinent, Tibet, China, and Southeast Asia, in
addition to historic connections with Europe and the Islamic world.
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Various members of the Tagore family took major leadership roles in the social reforms,
religious resurgence, and politics of the Bengal Renaissance. Rabindranath’s grandfather,
Dwarkanath Tagore, made a fortune through entrepreneurship and trade, securing his family’s
position as landed aristocrats. Dwarkanath, who was fluent in English, Arabic, and Persian,
established a non-sectarian family culture that encouraged the study of ancient Sanskrit texts,
Persian literature, and other Islamic works in addition to English literature, which was a staple of
formal education in India at the time. Rabindranath’s father, Debendranath Tagore, was an
influential religious leader, directing the religious reform movement spearheaded by Ram Mohan
Roy. Roy was among the first scholars of comparative religion worldwide in his attempt to
reconcile Eastern and Western religious traditions. 28 Following Roy’s lead, Debendranath
founded the Brahmo Samaj (which Rabindranath fictionalized in his 1909 novel, Gora), 29 a sect
aiming to revive the monotheistic Hindu philosophy of the Upanishads and reject caste
distinctions. This religious work made the Tagores outcasts in certain social circles, subject to
attacks from both Hindu orthodoxy and Christian missionaries. 30
At the same time, a number of Rabindranath’s siblings became prominent in their
professions and pursuits. Of his elder brothers, Dwijendranath was a poet-philosopher,
Satyendranath became the first Indian appointed to the Indian Civil Service, Hemendranath was
a scientist, and Jyotirindranath was a composer and playwright. Rabindranath’s sister,
Swarnakumari, was the first woman Bengali novelist. 31 Growing up in this atmosphere of
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heterodox thinking, Rabindranath learned to trust his own judgment and ability for selfexpression, both of which were key to his success as an artist and cultural leader. 32
During Tagore’s childhood, formal English education was a sign of prestige. He felt
restricted, however, by the rigidity and segmentation of Western-style education and he
frequently played truant from school. His formal education culminated with a brief stint studying
law at University College, London in 1878. 33 After a few months, Tagore dropped out of the
program to study literature on his own. He had long possessed an aptitude for literary work. He
wrote his first poems around the age of eight and, in addition to an intimate knowledge of
Bengali and Sanskrit literature, at age fourteen, Tagore translated Shakespeare’s Macbeth into
Bengali. At sixteen, he published his poems for the first time in Bharati, his family’s magazine. 34
In 1880, Tagore returned to Bengal and began building a literary reputation as a poet, short story
writer, and novelist.
Some key experiences during Tagore’s childhood and young adulthood led him to
develop the universalist philosophy and educational ideals that he strove to implement in his later
pursuits. In 1873, at eleven years old, Tagore accompanied his father to North India, visiting the
Punjabi city of Amritsar and Dalhousie hill station in the Himalayas. Debendranath Tagore
travelled widely and was largely absent from Rabindranath’s childhood, but during this time with
his father, Rabindranath learned to quote passages from the Upanishads and absorbed his father’s
deep regard for them. In the 1890s, as a young husband and father, Tagore moved to Shelaidah,
in present-day Bangladesh, to manage his family’s ancestral estates. During childhood he had
largely been restricted to the family compound in the busy city of Calcutta (see Figure 4), and his
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move to Shelaidah brought his first extended time away from the city. Tagore thrived in the rural
setting; These years at Shelaidah account for his lifelong ecological concern, and they were his
most productive with literature. His stories idealize rural life to a degree, but they also examine
rural poverty and other social issues. 35
In 1901, Tagore moved to Santiniketan, 160 km (100 miles) north of Calcutta, where his
father had previously established an ashram, a place of religious retreat. Debendranath Tagore’s
ashram was a place where anyone, irrespective of caste or creed, could come to meditate. 36 The
flat, dry landscape of Santiniketan was not as hospitable as that of Shelaidah, but Tagore chose
this location to found an experimental school, based on his universalist philosophy, that would
eventually become Visva-Bharati University. Santiniketan was Tagore’s primary home for the
remainder of his life.
This rural life did not stop Tagore from pursuing international connections. He visited
Italy, France, and England in 1890, and sent his son, Rathindranat, to study agriculture at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in the United States. On a subsequent trip to London
in 1912, Tagore published a collection of English translations of his poems. This volume,
Gitanjali, would lead to his Nobel Prize award in 1913, making him the first Asian Nobel Prize
Laureate and the first non-European to receive the award for literature. Tagore also received a
knighthood from King George V in 1915, but he renounced it after the Jallianwala Bagh
Massacre in 1919, during which British troops opened fire on a crowd of unarmed civilians in
Punjab, killing over three hundred people.
Tagore’s literary oeuvre is immense, consisting of over fifty volumes of poetry, dozens of
dramas and dance dramas, over one hundred short stories, and several novels and novellas, most
35
36
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of which were not translated from Bengali during his lifetime. 37 Tagore’s stories, an
experimental form in Bengali literature at the time, drew from diverse traditions to effectively
establish the genre in India. His song compositions, synthesizing Indian classical music of
different regions, Bengali folk tunes, Western music, and other influences, number over two
thousand. 38 They are known collectively as Rabindra Sangeet, a genre in itself that is still
popular in present-day West Bengal and Bangladesh. Tagore’s novels explore issues of cultural
and personal identity, religion, social issues, notions of honor and duty, education, the complex
intersection of Bengali traditional family structures with colonial rule and modernization, and the
toll that these interactions take on marriage, other familial relationships, and personal freedoms.
As an international celebrity, between 1913 and 1932 Tagore visited the United States,
Canada, Peru, Argentina, France, Switzerland, Italy, Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, the Soviet Union, Japan, China, Burma, Malaya,
Singapore, Java, Bali, Siam, Egypt, and Persia. He lectured on subjects as diverse as artistic
creativity and contemporary sociopolitical issues. One of the main objectives of his travels was
to raise money for the school he had established at Santiniketan. Unfortunately, his international
reputation declined quickly, due to the lukewarm reception of his English publications following
his Nobel Prize award, as well as his anti-colonial and anti-nationalist views, which directly
opposed the political positions of the European powers during World War I. Tagore would
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struggle to find funding for his university until his death in 1941 at the age of eighty. In 1940, he
entrusted care of the university to his friend, Mohandas Gandhi.
The three men primarily responsible for designing the first institutional and residential
buildings of Visva-Bharati were Nandalal Bose, Rathindranath Tagore, and Surendranath Kar.
Considering the lack of original documentation, many aspects of each building design cannot be
definitively attributed to one individual. It may be that the Santiniketan designers were not
concerned with claiming credit for their specific contributions. Another likelihood is that their
collaboration was close enough that their contributions were largely indistinguishable. What is
clear is that the three designers, all of whom were Visva-Bharati instructors and administrators
(and in Rathindranath’s case, a student), had internalized Tagore’s universalist ideas. Konar
writes that in general, Rabindranath Tagore provided the basic concept, Rathindranath Tagore
prepared briefs with cost and site guidelines, and Kar created spatial layouts and aesthetic forms,
sometimes in collaboration with Bose. 39 The designer responsible for specific elements of the
Udayan and Shyamali designs will be identified where possible.

Nandalal Bose (1882–1966)
Nandalal Bose was a pioneer of Modern Indian art. Born in Bihar, he moved to Calcutta
as a boy to study painting at the Government School of Art (currently the Government College of
Art & Craft). His mentor was Abanindranath Tagore, Rabindranath’s nephew and founder of the
revivalist, Japanese-influenced Bengal School of painting. Bose’s subjects were often taken from
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Indian mythology and village life. In 1909, Bose journeyed to the Ajanta caves to copy the
ancient murals inside. This experience had a great impact on Bose’s development as an artist. 40
In 1922, Rabindranath Tagore asked Bose to join him at Santiniketan to be principal of
Kala Bhavan (Institute of Art) at Visva-Bharati. Bose developed a pedagogy for Kala Bhavan
which, aligning with Tagore’s philosophy, was rooted in nature and individual expression. His
students learned handicrafts as well as fine arts, often from local craftsmen, and he would take
students often on trips to study various historical sites. Bose’s artistic evolution from the
revivalism of the Bengal School to a more varied, individualistic output, marks the beginning of
the Santiniketan style of art, which will be discussed in the next section. One of Bose’s crowning
achievements was his illumination of the Constitution of India, which was ratified in 1949.
Although Bose did play a prominent role in the construction of some Santiniketan buildings —
notably Shyamali and Kalo Bari (Black House) — his contributions were predominantly artistic
rather than architectural.

Rathindranath Tagore (1888–1961)
The eldest child of Rabindranath Tagore, Rathindranath Tagore was primarily an
agronomist, but during his lifetime he performed a variety of functions at Santiniketan and
beyond. He was one of the original students at Santiniketan as a child, long before it became
Visva-Bharati, and in 1906 his father sent him to the University of Illinois to study agriculture.
Upon returning to India, he worked to implement new, scientifically based agricultural
methodologies at the Shelaidah family estate, including establishing a soil testing lab. He
returned once more to Illinois in 1912 to study zoology.
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In 1918 Rathindranath finally moved back to Santiniketan and devoted his time to rural
reconstruction work, supervising the institute of rural reconstruction, Sriniketan, in the nearby
village of Surul. He dabbled in a variety of pursuits, including art and poetry, but he was most
notable as a craftsman. He introduced decorative leather craft to India, and became a master
carpenter. 41 His carpentry work was a significant component that he brought to the design of
Udayan. Tagore also brought his scientific knowledge to gardening and landscaping,
experimenting with imported plants from around the world and overseeing the garden designs of
Uttarayan.
Rathindranath Tagore served for thirty years as Visva-Bharati registrar and became the
first Vice-Chancellor in 1951 when Visva-Bharati was recognized by the Indian government as a
Central University. Finally, he was responsible for the preservation of his father’s legacy,
compiling writings and records in the seed of what would become the Rabindra Bhavan
Archive. 42

Surendranath Kar (1892–1970)
Of the three designers, Surendranath Kar made the strongest impact on the Santiniketan
style of architecture. The nephew of Nandalal Bose, Kar was also born in Bihar and trained as a
painter in Calcutta with Bose and Abanindranath Tagore. Rabindranath Tagore invited him to
teach drawing and painting at Santiniketan in 1917. That same year, he travelled to South India
with Tagore, becoming one of the poet’s most frequent travelling companions. Kar accompanied
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Tagore on his 1927 tour of Southeast Asia, in addition to other trips to Europe. He also joined
Bose in taking students to various historical sites across India to study mural paintings and other
design. He served as executive secretary of Visva-Bharati for twelve years, and then as principal
of Kala Bhavan when Bose retired in 1950.
Kar developed an interest in architecture soon after taking up his post at Santiniketan,
first staging Tagore’s dramas and creating temporary structures for festivals, then moving on to
permanent buildings. There were few opportunities for formal training in traditional Indian styles
at the time, so Kar was an entirely self-taught architect. Tagore gave him free reign to design the
buildings of Visva-Bharati from 1920 on, and Kar had a hand in designing all five homes at
Uttarayan — Konark, Udayan, Shyamali, Punascha, and Udichi. In addition, he designed several
educational buildings on the Visva-Bharati campus and buildings across India, including works
in Calcutta, Ahmedabad, Varanasi, Madras, and Delhi. In 1959, Kar was awarded the Padma
Sree, the Indian government’s fourth highest civilian award for “outstanding contribution in the
field of art and architecture.” 43
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RABINDRANATH TAGORE AND UNIVERSALISM
My religion is in the reconciliation of the Super-personal Man, the universal human
spirit, in my own individual being. – Rabindranath Tagore to Albert Einstein, 1913 44
Rabindranath Tagore did not consider himself a philosopher, nor did he establish any
philosophical system. His method was meditative, relying on personal experience in truthseeking more than scientific objectivity. Nevertheless, there is a clear philosophical thread of
universalism throughout all of his work, which Tagore referred to as his “poet’s religion.” 45 Its
ramifications are explored in detail, if not systematically, throughout his essays, fiction, and
poetry.
Tagore’s philosophy of universalism encompasses the aspiration for the unity of
humanity across national and cultural borders, as well as unity between humanity and all
creation. These things, Tagore believed, would reveal to humanity their true nature and purpose
of life. Intertwined with his ideal of communion between peoples and the natural world is the
role of creative pursuit as a pathway to such communion. Tagore’s universalism applies to
aesthetics, cultural and sociopolitical issues, education, and personal identity. It particularly
informed his perspective on international relations. Tagore opposed the nationalism that had
defined European policies since the nineteenth century, creating arbitrary divisions within a
largely shared culture, leading to wars and imperial conquest. He grieved that such nationalism
had taken hold in Asia as well. This division of peoples, Tagore believed, was antithetical to the
foundation of Indian society, which had practiced cultural assimilation for thousands of years.
Although Tagore was not pro-imperialist, he feared the Indian Independence Movement was in
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danger of rejecting this foundation in favor of the Western, nationalist paradigm that had led to
India’s subjugation in the first place. He also feared that India’s internal social problems, such as
poverty and oppression, would be ignored in the face of independence politics. Tagore made
education and rural reconstruction his focus. He brought his philosophy of universalism into
these efforts, establishing what he hoped would become a university where people from across
the world could unite in humanistic learning and students would learn through creativity and
participation in rural life.
A variety of sources contributed to the development of Tagore’s philosophy. As an adult
he retreated from active participation in the Hindu reform movement, the Brahmo Samaj, but
continued to explore the teachings of Ram Mohan Roy, who sought to reconcile Eastern and
Western religious traditions. Tagore was familiar with both classic and modern Western
intellectuals (some, such as Bertrand Russell and Albert Einstein, he knew in person). He also
drew from Bengali Vaishnava poetry, the Sanskrit dramas of Kalidasa, European Romantic
poets, and the teachings of Buddhism and the Christian New Testament. The primary source of
Tagore’s universalism, however, was the Upanishads, Sanskrit texts dating from Vedic times and
a major source for Hindu thought. From the philosophy of the Upanishads Tagore developed his
ideals of unity between worldwide peoples and connection between humanity and the natural
world.
The primary focus of the Upanishads is the concept of Brahman, the ultimate reality of
which the entire cosmos is a part, and its relationship with atman, or the individual soul. Only by
perceiving one’s atman as part of that indivisible whole, and living in harmony with the whole,
can one find release from samsara, the journey of the soul in the cycle of birth and death. The
Isha Upanishad states:
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Those who see all creatures in themselves
And themselves in all creatures know no fear.
Those who see all creatures in themselves
And themselves in all creatures know no grief.
How can the multiplicity of life
Delude the one who sees its unity? 46
Tagore’s philosophy does not discount the importance of individual identity, nor did he promote
the ascetic ideal of Hindu and Buddhist traditions. He stressed the Upanishadic quote, “Know
thou the One, the Soul. It is the bridge leading to the immortal being.” 47 But to Tagore, the
infinite one included “all the diversities of the world.” 48 As he saw the self as both finite and
infinite, he continually sought to discover the infinite within the finite. 49 This involved resolving
transcendence with immanence, humanism with ‘prapatti’ (the insignificance of man), asceticism
with egoism, and individualism with social responsibility. 50 Creative unity between art,
education, and life was Tagore’s method of both seeking the infinite within the finite and
working toward the unity of mankind. He believed this ideal could be the solution to a multitude
of problems in the world:
According to the true Indian view…the highest purpose of this world is not merely living
in it, knowing it and making use of it, but realising our own selves in it through
expansion of sympathy; not alienating ourselves from it and dominating it, but
comprehending and uniting it with ourselves in perfect union. 51
When our self is illuminated with the light of love, then the negative aspect of its
separateness with others loses its finality, and then our relationship with others is no
longer that of competition and conflict, but of sympathy and co-operation. I feel strongly
that this…is very much needed in the present age. 52
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Tagore’s universalism, in his own words, is both an individual and social ideal. The expansion of
one’s sympathy to include all beings, including the diverse peoples of the world, is the road to
understanding oneself.
Tagore’s philosophy, as well as his extensive international travel, led to him being
referred to as cosmopolitan, but he eschewed the label, characterizing it as colorless and vague. 53
In addition, the reality of citizenship rights casts doubt on whether a forced colonial subject can
truly be a cosmopolitan “citizen of the world.” 54 For a man so able to move between places and
languages, Tagore was never fully comfortable anywhere, perhaps a symptom of the
(post)colonial condition. 55 To what extent Tagore may be labeled a cosmopolitan, it sprung from
a deep attachment to his homeland and its culture. 56 Just as Tagore’s universalism values rather
than negates the individual, at a societal level it celebrates the local and regional as one of the
world’s many diversities.
The philosophy of universalism informed most of Tagore’s pursuits in life, from his
artistic efforts, to education, cultural and sociopolitical criticism, and social work. His activism
put him in contact with, and sometimes in opposition to, other internationally celebrated figures
such as Mohandas Gandhi and Kakuao Okakura. One of the primary points of contention
between Tagore and worldwide popular opinion was the subject of nationalism.
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Tagore and Nationalism
Nationalism is the identification with and promotion of the interests of one’s nation,
usually an “imagined community” 57 with arbitrary borders, to the exclusion of other peoples.
The modern notion of nationalism arose in the eighteenth century, a byproduct of Enlightenment
social contract theories and democratic values, as well as the rise of the modern empire. With the
Industrial Revolution came modern economies, and European peoples consequently began to
identify with their countries rather than with smaller communities. National taxes and mass
culture through popular press began to distinguish people by nation more than they had ever
been. As democratization of Europe nations grew, however, the militaristic nationalism
involving jingoism, conquest, and the concepts of Social Darwinism and racial hierarchies also
developed. 58 This idea of nationalism was ultimately responsible for New Imperialism, the era of
colonial expansion in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In addition to the
Scramble for Africa, during which European powers gained control over ninety percent of the
continent, nationalism was the driving force behind the Great Game between Britain and Russia
for power in Central Asia, European rule of most of South and Southeast Asia, and World War I.
Tagore often referred to the modern nation as a machine and considered nationalism to be
the most destructive of Western exports to India. He would agree with Ernst Gellner that
“Nationalism is not the awakening of nations to self-consciousness: it invents nations where they
do not exist.” 59 The antithesis of Tagore’s universalist philosophy, nationalism often resulted in a
dismissal of human values for imagined moral uprightness. Tagore asserted:
When this idea of the Nation, which has met with universal acceptance in the present day,
tries to pass off the cult of collective selfishness as a moral duty, simply because that
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selfishness is gigantic in stature, it not only commits depredation, but attacks the very
vitals of humanity. It unconsciously generates in people's minds an attitude of defiance
against moral law. For men are taught by repeated devices the lesson that the Nation is
greater than the people, while yet it scatters to the winds the moral law that the people
have held sacred.
Crowd psychology is a blind force. Like steam and other physical forces, it can be
utilised for creating a tremendous amount of power. And therefore rulers of men, who,
out of greed and fear, are bent upon turning their peoples into machines of power, try to
train this crowd psychology for their special purposes. They hold it to be their duty to
foster in the popular mind universal panic, unreasoning pride in their own race, and
hatred of others…The individual, when he feels with the crowd, does not reason at all.
His moral sense becomes blurred. This suppression of higher humanity in crowd minds is
productive of enormous strength. 60
Tagore viewed nationalism as a tool for rulers to manipulate the masses to secure their power,
leading to mass moral degradation because of loyalty to an empty ideal.
Tagore’s public condemnation of nationalism before and during World War I made him
the object of harsh criticism, particularly in the West. Most Western critics utilized the familiar
rhetoric of Western superiority, while Marxists criticized him for not being revolutionary
enough. However, his speeches proved to be prophetic of both World Wars, the million lives lost
to communal violence when Bengal and Punjab were partitioned between India and Pakistan in
1947, the Bangladesh war of liberation from Pakistan in 1971, various other twentieth century
colonial conflicts, and even the nuclear arms race of the 1960s. 61

Universalism and the Idea of India
Tagore believed that the universalist ideal was the basis on which Indian culture was
founded and that it was crucial to India’s response to colonialism and modernity. On the other
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hand, returning to a traditional idea of India did not mean rejecting influences from outside.
Tagore said:
The history of India does not belong to one particular race but is of a process of creation
to which various races of the world contributed — the Dravidians and the Aryans, the
ancient Greeks and the Persians, the Mohamedans of the West and those of central Asia.
At last now has come the turn of the English to become true to this history and bring to it
the tribute of their life, and we neither have the right nor the power to exclude this people
from the building of the destiny of India. 62
Assimilation, Tagore argued, was integral to Indian philosophy and history, from the time of the
Aryans, to the Mughals, and the British. He sought to help strengthen Indian culture, not to reject
modern Western influences, but to truly absorb and learn from them. This vision of modernizing
was the key to emerging triumphant from colonialism. At the same time, Tagore recognized a
fundamental difference between the British Raj and previous empires of India. Although the
Mughal Empire had melded with Indian culture, producing “Akbar, the object of whose dream
was the unification of hearts and ideals,” 63 the Western tendency was to “divide nation and
nation, knowledge and knowledge, man and nature, [breeding] a strong suspicion of whatever is
beyond the barriers we have built.” 64 Tagore admired much in British culture, but he believed
that its basest elements tended to emerge in the structures of colonialism:
The meeting of the East and the West has remained incomplete, because the occasions of
it have not been disinterested. The political and commercial adventures carried on by
Western races — very often by force and against the interest and wishes of the countries
they have dealt with — have created a moral alienation, which is deeply injurious to both
parties…But the blind confidence of the strong in their apparent invincibility has often
led them, from their dream of security, into terrible surprises of history. 65
This view casts British society as the unwitting victim of colonial hubris. Nationalist rhetoric has
regularly led to the justification of inhumane behavior in both colonial and wartime settings, and
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the perpetrators of this behavior are not immune to its repercussions.
Tagore was actively involved the early Swadeshi Movement (the boycotting of foreign
goods to develop economic self-sufficiency in preparation for independence), composing iconic
songs of resistance to colonial rule after Bengal was partitioned by the British in 1905. He
reigned in his activism after a few years, however, becoming disillusioned with the movement’s
militancy and aggravation of communal violence between Hindus, Muslims, and Sikhs. Tagore
explored his misgivings about the Swadeshi Movement through fiction, most notably in his 1916
novel, Ghare Baire (The Home and the World). 66 Eventually, he became openly critical of the
movement for its narrow-minded rejection of anything of foreign origin. Unlike revivalists and
other anti-Western activists, Tagore believed that cultural cross-pollination was not only
inevitable, but a stimulus for the growth of the individual and the culture:
One must outgrow the fixed pattern and blind loyalty to traditions which breed inertia but
respond to the stimulus from outside, no matter from where it comes so that the
individual personality has the chance of full growth. 67
Cultural insularity, Tagore asserted, had caused Indian civilization to stagnate, opening the
power vacuum that allowed British imperial domination in the first place. He believed that India
and greater Asia had much to learn from the West regarding science, technological progress, and
the Enlightenment philosophies of rationalism, liberalism, and secularism. On the other hand, he
held that Indian society should incorporate ideas and technologies on its own terms and not
through colonial subjugation. 68
Tagore met Mohandas Gandhi when the latter visited Bengal in 1915. The two developed
a friendship and deep regard that surpassed their vast differences in opinion about independence
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activism. While Gandhi promoted peaceful, non-violent resistance to British rule, Tagore
witnessed the opposite in many of the movement’s factions:
Come and look over the edge of my verandah, Gandhiji. Look down there and see what
your non-violent followers are up to. They have stolen cloth from the shops in the
Chitpore Road, they’ve lit that bonfire in my courtyard and are now howling round it like
a lot of demented dervishes. Is that non-violence? 69
In addition, Gandhi continued the Swadeshi Movement’s rejection of all Western products and
technologies, utilizing the symbols of the spinning wheel and homespun traditional dress to rally
the masses behind an idealized, pre-colonial past. Conversely, the Western paradigm of
nationalism and use of propagandistic icons (as well as ideas from Emerson, Thoreau, Ruskin,
and Tolstoy) were integral to his methods. C.F. Andrews recorded a discussion between Tagore
and Gandhi, writing:
The first subject of discussion was idols; Gandhi defended them, believing the masses
incapable of raising themselves immediately to abstract ideas. Tagore cannot bear to see
the people eternally treated as a child. Gandhi quoted the great things achieved in Europe
by the flag as an idol; Tagore found it easy to object, but Gandhi held his ground,
contrasting European flags bearing eagles, etc., with his own, on which he has put a
spinning wheel. The second point of discussion was nationalism, which Gandhi defended.
He said that one must go through nationalism to reach internationalism, in the same way
that one must go through war to reach peace. 70
Gandhi’s methods were a practical way to unify the masses, but Tagore was opposed to what he
considered manipulation and oversimplification as the means to an end.
Tagore argued that a nationalistic independent India would be redefining Indian society
through an imperialist paradigm. 71 His hope for India was a “conviction that my countrymen will
gain truly their India by fighting against that education which teaches them that a country is
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greater than the ideals of humanity.” 72 He feared, correctly, that nationalist politics in India
would divert attention from India’s other cultural and social problems, and continue to enable
social subjugation and communal violence. He criticized Indian nationalists for pursuing
freedom from British oppression while the poor of India were still oppressed.
Gandhi’s and Tagore’s visions for India were both utopian. 73 Tagore’s vision to
strengthen Indian society to stand on its own was in many ways more mature than Gandhi’s goal
of independence first, but Tagore’s nebulous ideal also appears naïve when compared to
Gandhi’s practicality. Tagore had no constructive solution to counter Gandhi’s plan, and he was
never able to fully reconcile his aversion to nationalism with the realities of anti-imperialist
activism. Instead, he threw himself into educational and rural reform at the local level, believing
he could do the most good in his own region. Despite Tagore’s and Gandhi’s disagreement on
the wisest course for colonial resistance, Tagore never doubted Gandhi’s faith in the
independence movement, and the two remained friends until Tagore’s death.

Universalism and Pan-Asianism
Tagore hoped to find support for his efforts in Pan-Asian alliances. He hoped that Asia
would be equipped to enter the modern world, “with a confident sense of mental freedom, her
own view of truth, from her own vantage-ground, and open a new vista of thought to the
world.” 74 In this he was influenced by Japanese art critic Okakura Kakuzo. Okakura, known
internationally as the author of The Book of Tea, an essay about the aesthetic and spiritual
aspects of Japanese Teaism, is credited with shaping Japanese Art History. 75 Tagore met
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Okakura when the latter travelled to India to research his 1903 book, The Ideals of the East.
Tagore began to see Japan as a model for India to emulate in that Japan had integrated modern
technologies without succumbing to the materialism of the West. Okakura’s book begins with
this oft-quoted passage:
Asia is one. The Himalayas divide, only to accentuate, two mighty civilisations, the
Chinese with its communism of Confucius, and the Indian with its individualism of the
Vedas. But not even the snowy barriers can interrupt for one moment that broad expanse
of love for the Ultimate and Universal, which is the common thought-inheritance of every
Asiatic race, enabling them to produce all the great religions of the world, and
distinguishing them from those maritime peoples of the Mediterranean and the Baltic,
who love to dwell on the Particular, and to search out the means, not the end, of life. 76
This unified, metaphysical concept of Asia appealed to Tagore. However, recent critical analyses
of Okakura’s work have identified a subtext asserting Japanese superiority as a synthesis of
Indian religion and Chinese ethics. 77 Japan’s growing imperialist politics, of which Okakura can
be interpreted as an apologist, hindered him in finding allies across other parts of Asia.
Tagore was ultimately disappointed when Japan “caught the Western virus” and emerged
with an imperialist agenda during the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905 and the subsequent
Japanese occupation of Korea. This did not seem to interfere with the regard that Tagore and
Okakura had for one another before the latter’s death in 1913. Tagore did not mention Okakura
in his lectures on nationalism in Japan in 1916. On the other hand, Tagore’s friendship with
Japanese poet Noguchi Yonejiro came to a bitter end when Tagore criticized Japan’s invasion of
China in 1937. Noguchi defended the invasion as a “war of Asia for Asia.” 78 Tagore responded:
You are building your conception of an Asia which would be raised on a tower of
skulls…The doctrine of ‘Asia for Asia’ which you enunciate in your letter, as an
instrument of political blackmail, has all the virtues of the lesser Europe which I
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repudiate, and nothing of the larger humanity that makes us one across the barriers of
political labels and divisions. 79
Noguchi was using precisely the type of apologist propaganda that Tagore so abhorred in
nationalist rhetoric. Japan’s invasion of Korea and China divided, in Tagore’s view, divided
rather than unified Asia.
Tagore found better, though still mixed, reception in China when he visited in 1924 at the
invitation of the Beijing Lecture Association. 80 China had been of interest to him since 1881
when he had written an essay condemning the destructive influence of British India’s opium
trade on Chinese society. The Sino-Indian Cultural Society was established in Nanjing in 1933,
and Tagore became the president at the Indian front. 81 Still, Tagore’s reputation in China was not
free of controversy. Even though Chinese intellectuals praised him after his Nobel award, by
1924 Chinese politics had become more radical. Tagore had cultivated a reputation outside India
as a champion for traditional Eastern thinking, and this aspect, when taken out of context,
appeared too reactionary and traditionalist to the more Marxist-leaning Chinese intellectuals. 82
Tagore was never able to find substantial support outside India. The greatest fruits of his
travels in China and Japan were that he recruited international teachers for Santiniketan, which is
discussed below. Despite his complicated relationships with other Asian allies, Tagore never
abandoned hope that India, which had no pre-colonial history of national borders or homogenous
culture, would find unity in diversity and become a beacon of pan-cultural inclusivity.
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Universalism and Education
When Tagore withdrew from the Swadeshi Movement by 1916, he set his sights on a
goal both broader and more specialized: to plant a seed of knowledge and cultural exchange that
would unite humanity at the local and global levels. The most holistic manifestation of Tagore’s
universalism is found in his educational philosophy. Visva-Bharati University was founded with
the Sanskrit motto, “Yatra Visvam Bhavatyekanidam” (“where the whole world makes its home
in a single nest”). 83 In Bengali the name of the university itself means “the world and India,” also
referencing an epithet for the Hindu goddess of knowledge, Saraswati.
Tagore had founded a school for children at Santiniketan in 1901. Initially only five
students, as the students grew, so did the educational offerings. The addition of college-level
classes did not mean that the children’s school was discontinued. The two continued to co-exist
and even today Visva-Bharati has an institute of primary and secondary education, Patha
Bhavan.
Universalism was at the core of Tagore’s educational efforts in a number of ways. His
goal for Santiniketan, as he wrote to his son Rathindranath, was to “become the link between
India and the world — a centre for the study of humanity.” 84 Tagore continually sought to recruit
teachers and researchers from around the world to join him at Santiniketan, and it was to be a
place where anyone could study regardless of caste, creed, or nationality. The humanities — art,
languages, music — were the foremost subjects in a time when fine arts were not typically
integrated in academics. 85 Another piece of Tagore’s educational philosophy was rural
reconstruction. Tagore hoped that India would be empowered, not by masses in urban areas, but
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in the revitalization of its villages and tribal communities. The rural reconstruction efforts, which
included night schools conducted by Visva-Bharati students, were designed to benefit both the
students and the surrounding villages through even exchange of knowledge and skills.
Tagore did not establish a systematic pedagogy for learning, but there were particular
principles he wanted to encourage in the students: self-motivation over discipline, joy in
learning, the aesthetic development of the senses, involvement in the work of the surrounding
villages and farms, and learning through creativity and interaction with nature. 86 He wrote, “The
highest education is that which does not merely give us information but makes our life in
harmony with all existence.” 87 He wanted to educate young people to be in tune with their
environment, their own creativity, and to think beyond national and cultural borders. He believed
this would help them grow into well-rounded people who could contribute positively to the
world, as opposed to automatons churned out by the colonial educational system. 88
Tagore modeled his school after ancient Indian hermitages in which a small community
of teachers and students lived in close quarters and interacted more freely than in the formality of
a classroom. In these hermitage schools, Tagore wrote:
Men found no barrier between their lives and the grand life that permeates the universe.
The forest entered into a close living relationship with their work and leisure, with their
daily necessities and contemplations. They could not think of other surroundings as
separate or inimical. So the view of the truth, which these men found, did not make
manifest the difference, but rather the unity of all things…The hermitage shines out, in all
our ancient literature, as the place where the chasm between man and the rest of creation
has been bridged. 89
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This forest school model stood in stark contrast to the prevailing educational system in India, and
there were great differences in teaching methods. Classes at Santiniketan were conducted
primarily in Bengali, rooting education in the local environment and culture. 90 Outdoor classes
were also fundamental to Tagore’s vision (see Figure 5). He believed that classes in natural
settings would not only stimulate creativity and curiosity through sensory interaction, but that
students would be free from the imaginary boundaries and regimented thinking that Tagore
associated with physical walls and subject specialization. 91 Examinations were considered
largely unnecessary.
Art was also a major component of the pedagogy at Santiniketan. Creative work such as
music, theater, painting, storytelling, poetry, and playwriting were encouraged regularly as a
critical part of education. Tagore wrote:
Intellectual knowledge also has its aspect of creative art, in which the man who explores
truth expresses something which is human in him — his enthusiasm, his courage, his
sacrifice, his honesty, and his skill. In merely academical teaching we find subjects, but
not the man who pursues the subjects; therefore the vital part of education remains
incomplete. 92
Creative work, because it brought one closer to understanding the holistic nature of creation, was
Tagore’s way of bringing universalism into the learning process at Santiniketan.
Tagore even involved students in his own creative activities, inviting them to literary
gatherings during which he would read his new writings and encourage the students to do the
same. 93 Students had access to Tagore’s houses at Uttarayan for these readings, as well as
rehearsals and performances. The verandas of Konark and Udayan were used regularly for
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performances. Students were even allowed on at least one occasion to go up to the roof of
Konark. 94
Visva-Bharati was not just an art school. The curriculum included modern science and
technology, but modern educational methods were adapted to fit the Indian rural environment. 95
Visva-Bharati’s departments included humanities, science, art, music, education, Chinese
studies, philosophy, and village welfare. Tagore sought the strength of Pan-Asian unity in order
to meet the West on equal grounds:
We must provide for the co-ordinate study of all these different cultures, — the Vedic,
the Puranic, the Buddhist, the Jain, the Islamic, the Sikh and the Zoroastrian. The
Chinese, Japanese, and Tibetan will also have to be added; for, in the past, India did not
remain isolated within her own boundaries. Therefore, in order to learn what she was, in
her relation to the whole continent of Asia, these cultures too must be studied. Side by
side with them must finally be placed the Western culture. For only then shall we be able
to assimilate this last contribution to our common stock. A river flowing within banks is
truly our own, and it can contain its due tributaries; but our relations with a flood can
only prove disastrous. 96
The first department formed around a non-Indian culture was Cheena Bhavan, the institute of
Chinese studies. The most fruitful part of Tagore’s connection with China was his recruitment of
Professor Tan Yun-shan, who he had met in Singapore in 1927, to teach Chinese studies at
Santiniketan. The institute founded by Tan Yun-shan in 1937 was the first of its kind in India.
This was the largest step toward creating a “world nest” at Santiniketan and a milestone in SinoIndian studies. 97
At Visva-Bharati, Tagore strove not only for internationalism, but to tear down barriers
between caste and religion. 98 Caste divisions were explicitly incongruous with Tagore’s
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philosophy: “[caste] is merely institutional…It emphasizes the negative side of the individual —
his separateness. It hurts the complete truth in man.” 99 Anyone, regardless of caste, color, or
cultural origin, was welcome to study at the school, and fees were waived for students who could
not afford them. The Santiniketan students would also run night schools in surrounding villages
for laborers and lower castes, breaking down caste barriers. 100 The students ran a dairy farm,
post office, hospital, and workshops. 101 Tagore said:
In every nation, education is intimately associated with the life of the people. For us,
modern education [...] has not reached the farmer, the oil grinder, nor the potter. If ever a
truly Indian university is established it must from the very beginning implement
knowledge of economics, agriculture, health, medicine and of all other everyday science
from the surrounding villages. Then alone can the school or university become the center
of the country’s way of living. This school must practice agriculture, dairying and
weaving using the best modern methods. 102
These practical life skills were taught at the rural reconstruction institute, Sriniketan (abode of
plenty), another major part of Tagore’s educational experiment. A pioneer in rural reconstruction
work, Tagore hoped that India would be empowered, not by masses in urban areas, but in the
revitalization of its villages and tribal communities. Several of the villages surrounding
Santiniketan were inhabited by the Santhal people, a tribal group with a long history of
oppression from British and other Indian peoples alike. 103 The revitalization efforts at Sriniketan
included experimentation with mud building, agriculture, and village handicrafts.
For Sriniketan, Tagore recruited agronomists, health workers, and village teachers. He
wrote, “If we could free even one village from the shackles of helplessness and ignorance, an
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ideal for the whole India would be established…Let a few villages be rebuilt in this way, and I
shall say they are my India.” 104 This was Tagore’s primary focus regarding nation-building.
Sriniketan was the earliest rural reconstruction experiment in India, one which Gandhi followed
up with his own. 105
Tagore’s educational vision was never fully realized, as funding problems and the force
of Indian nationalism interfered with the expansion of Visva-Bharati’s offerings. Additionally,
Tagore was not always present at Santiniketan to teach or act as administrator, resulting in a
dilution of his philosophies in practice. Visva-Bharati’s funding struggles continued after
Tagore’s death and it never became the global center that he hoped it would. 106 Nevertheless, it
remains a site of interest for those with a renewed interest in educational methods, as well as
architectural design, as it offers an alternative paradigm to Modernist colonial architecture in
India.

Universalism and Modern Art
One enduring result of Rabindranath Tagore’s educational efforts at Santiniketan that has
been particularly noteworthy is the art movement that emerged among the faculty and students of
Kala Bhavan, the art school at Visva-Bharati. Faculty and students of Kala Bhavan, under
Tagore’s influence, did not develop a particular style, but explored the shared ideal of individual
expression in a unique cultural and environmental context. Tagore believed that these qualities
would illuminate universal human values and transcend political and language barriers. 107 This
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corresponds with European Modernists’ interest in presenting the universal through the
particular. 108 Art historian R. Siva Kumar terms the Santiniketan art movement Contextual
Modernism, and it is widely considered the first truly Modern art movement in India. 109
Tagore began painting in his sixties. He had long been fascinated by artistic work,
including that of his nephews, Abanindranath and Gaganendranath Tagore. Rabindranath Tagore
felt that his lack of early training was a barrier to any efforts of his own, but this changed when
he saw the non-representational art of the Armory Show in Chicago in 1913 and the Bauhaus in
Weimar in 1919. Modern European artists’ experimentation with form, line, and rhythm
appealed to him. His own work stemmed from a habit of drawing calligraphic doodles on the
pages of his literary writings; his long experience with literary form and rhythm led to an output
partially inspired by Western precedents, but distinctly his own (see Figure 6). 110
Tagore wrote, “All traditional structures of art must have sufficient degree of elasticity to
allow it to respond to varied impulses of life, delicate or virile; to grow with its growth, to dance
with its rhythm.” 111 The Santiniketan school under his leadership did not promote any specific
style, but rather embraced these ideals: rethinking the past rather than reviving it, and expressing
the individual, cultural context, and local natural environment. The major artists of this
movement include Nandalal Bose, Kala Bhavan’s first principal, and Ramkinkar Baij, whose
work will be discussed later. In a time when Indian art was either revivalist or in the British
representational style, these artists discovered that art did not need to be historicist to be an
accurate reflection of India. The artists underwent a “critical re-engagement with the
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foundational aspects of art necessitated by changes in one’s unique historical position.” 112
Resourcefulness and versatility were valued more than professionalism and polish, and precepts
from any and all cultural origins were encouraged. Of all the Modernist movements in Europe,
perhaps the closest one to Santiniketan in sympathy is the Vienna Secession. The Vienna
Secession artists were equally pluralistic and internationalist in media and style.
This exploration of the universal through the particular is not only manifested at
Santiniketan in the plastic arts, but in architecture. The characteristics of Contextual Modernism
also found expression in the designs of some of Santiniketan’s educational and residential
buildings, with which Nandalal Bose and Kala Bhavan faculty Surendranath Kar played
important roles.

UNIVERSALISM IN ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
“All fine architectural values are human values, else not valuable.”
– Frank Lloyd Wright 113
The principal means with which Tagore’s universalist philosophy is manifest in the
architecture of Santiniketan are 1) culturally diverse design influences unified with a
predominantly Indian visual character, 2) environmental responsiveness, including climate
considerations and building materials, and 3) functional considerations, including indoor/outdoor
integration in order to cultivate unity between people and their surroundings. There were few
precedents for these concerns in contemporary India, but some theorists in the emerging
Modernist movement in Europe and America shared these ideals. In particular, the Santiniketan
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architecture display’s Tagore’s affinity with the theories of architect Frank Lloyd Wright and
urban planner Patrick Geddes, who advocated for organic and environmentally conscious design,
respectively. The Santiniketan designs also responded to Colonial India’s climate and resources
through passive design (working with solar, wind, and temperature patterns to maintain a
comfortable temperature in the home, reducing the need for heating and cooling devices) and by
using inexpensive and environmentally friendly materials with a high thermal mass, such as
concrete and mud.
There was no model for contemporary Indian architecture in the early twentieth century,
and few formal training opportunities for Indian designers. Craftsman traditions still thrived in
the Princely States, such as Jammu and Kashmir and those in present-day Rajasthan, where
regional princes ruled in tandem with the British Raj. Mistris (designer-craftsmen) followed
canons prescribed by the Vedic Shilpa Shastras, or art treatises. However, when it came to large
scale building and urban areas, mistris were relegated to the roles of draftsmen and builders for
British architects. Large-scale architecture existed almost entirely in the hands of those working
for the Public Works Department (PWD, established in 1862). No architect could find
government employment without certification from the Engineering College at Roorkee, and the
college did not teach Indian architectural traditions. 114 Thus, modern designs were derived from
European styles, but without the formal innovation that existed in Europe and America. The
results were cookie-cutter plans that even British administrators disparaged; F.S. Growse wrote
that designs “would answer equally well, or indeed much better for a dry goods store, a barrack,
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or a factory.” 115 There was little that was remarkable about Modernist public architecture at this
time in India.
The Indo-Saracenic style, which had dominated monumental architecture across most of
India from the 1870s to 1890s, still thrived in the early twentieth century. 116 When the British
Raj had taken control of India in 1857, administrators sought to better understand and integrate
native cultures into the government, looking to the Mughal Empire’s inclusivity as a model. 117
Mughal architecture incorporated elements of Central Asian, Persian, and North Indian
architectures to create a hybrid, but unified Indian style. Based on Mughal examples, British
designers developed the Indo-Saracenic style, experimenting with forms, such as domes, that
were outside the norms of English architecture. 118 A mixture of these different styles overlaying
a European spatial layout resulted in, “variety at the expense of unity,” and, “structural
untruthfulness,” according to their critics. 119 The most prominent Indo-Saracenic building in
Bengal is the Victoria Memorial, built in Calcutta between 1906 and 1921, which features an
amalgamation of British Neoclassical, Mughal, Deccan, Venetian, Egyptian, and Islamic styles
(see Figure 7). 120
The demand for a national Indian style among the native Indian populace arose with the
Swadeshi Movement, a movement to reclaim the Indian economy from British power that
flourished between 1905 and 1917. 121 This movement coincided with early Modernist
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architecture in Europe and America (a period that lasted roughly from 1890 to 1914), including
Art Nouveau, Secessionism, the American Prairie Style, and the beginnings of Art Deco.
Rabindranath Tagore retreated from the Swadeshi Movement after a few years and was not
concerned with creating a specifically national architectural style, but neither was he interested in
emulating traditional British or Indo-Saracenic styles. He would have come into contact with the
emerging tenets of Modernist architecture in his travels, notably in Japan, Germany, and the
United States.
The major commonalities in Modernist theory that emerged in the West between the late
nineteenth century and early twentieth century include practicality of form, integration with site,
and a concern for social responsibility and economy. Modernist architecture employed an
aesthetic of greater geometric purity and simplicity of ornament than had been seen before,
focusing more on the distribution of masses and enclosed spaces rather than silhouettes and
facades. 122 These principles, although of Western origin, were ripe for adaptation to Tagore’s
concern for rural reconstruction and the natural environment in an educational setting, and wellsuited to the kind of aesthetic and material experimentation he oversaw. Two prominent thinkers
of the early Modernist period were Frank Lloyd Wright and Patrick Geddes. Frank Lloyd Wright
made his name through organic design based on site qualities, and Patrick Geddes’ city planning
efforts addressed the sociological and psychological effects of city environments.

Frank Lloyd Wright
Frank Lloyd Wright was the foremost proponent worldwide of what he termed organic
design, which was central to his own concept of universalism. Beginning in 1908, Wright
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embarked on a search for an architectural system universal to every culture. He theorized that
certain geometries, line formations, and spatial proportions were universally pleasing and
constructive to human habitation, and that architecture ought to reflect the structure of the natural
world to which humanity belonged. The characteristics of a site were of utmost importance in
determining the character of a building.
Organic architecture, in Wright’s view, derived elemental forms from nature without
imitating it. In this phase of his career he strove to create designs that were simple, specific to the
individual for which he was designing, and integrated with the outdoors and the specific site,
using the natural textures and strengths of the building materials. The ideals of an architecture
specific to the individual, integrated with the site, and truthful in its use of a material’s natural
abilities corresponds not only with Tagore’s artistic aims, but also with the writings of Kakuzo
Okakura. In Okakura’s Book of Tea, an explanation of the Japanese tea ceremony for Western
audiences, Okakura stressed the importance of Teaism not only to Zen Buddhism and Taoism,
but to the secular appreciation of simplicity. Teaism, Kakuzo wrote, had a great effect on art and
architecture: “The ideals of Teaism have since the sixteenth century influenced our architecture
to such degree that the ordinary Japanese interior of the present day, on account of the extreme
simplicity and chasteness of its scheme of decoration, appears to foreigners almost barren.” 123
The simplicity of Japanese architecture has long been recognized as an inspiration for American
modern architecture, including Wright’s, and he was introduced to Okakura’s book while living
in Japan from 1919 to 1922. 124 Wright’s admiration for the simplicity and organic nature of
Japanese domestic architecture certainly fed into his own ideas about architecture. He laid out his
practical ideas about organic architecture in a set of lectures in London in 1939:
123
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That concept of architecture alive today as modern, is first of all, organic…Form follows
function? Yes, but more important now form and function are one [emphasis in
original]…Form and function being one, it follows that the purpose and pattern of the
building become one…The nature of the site, of the soil and of climate comes first. Next,
what materials are available in the circumstances — money being one of them — with
which to build?...Next, what labor, or means of power, is available?...Is the ground a
parcel of prairie, square and flat? Is the ground sunny or the shaded slope of some hill,
high or low, bare or wooded, triangular or square. Has the site features, trees, rocks,
stream, or a visible trend of some kind? Has it some fault or a special virtue, or several?
In any and every case the character of the site is the beginning of the building that aspires
to architecture. 125
Wright’s architecture began with the specificity of a site, from which he would develop what he
believed to be a universally pleasing design. Like other Modernists, Wright found the universal
within the particular.
Wright’s pursuit of a universalist design paradigm may have found its fullest realization
in the Imperial Hotel of Tokyo, constructed between 1916 and 1922 (Figure 8). It is likely that
Tagore saw this building; he visited Tokyo himself in 1916 and again in 1924. The exterior of
the hotel featured local volcanic stone, rarely used in building because of its porousness, carved
by local Japanese craftsmen. Wright used this stone in conjunction with the stronger reinforced
concrete. Wright was a champion for the plastic qualities of concrete construction, resolving the
dissonance between modern technology and truth in materials that had spawned the Arts and
Crafts Movement in Europe and America. He designed the hotel with an awareness of the nearby
Imperial Palace and a respect for traditional Japanese design, but denied that it was in the
Japanese style. “It is an artist’s tribute to Japan, modern and universal in character,” Wright said,
reasserting its originality. 126
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There is evidence that Wright’s work may have been an influence on the architecture of
Santiniketan. Tagore’s son, Rathindranath, studied at the University of Illinois in Urbana from
1906-1909, during the height of Wright’s notoriety for the Prairie Style. When Rathindranath
returned to Urbana in 1912, Rabindranath Tagore stayed with him for several months. Tagore
reportedly visited Wright at the latter’s Oak Park home. 127 It is not clear how the connection was
formed, but both men had associations with Chicago’s artistic circles. Tagore published poems in
the Chicago magazine Poetry: A Magazine of Verse. The magazine’s founder and editor, Harriet
Monroe, was a passionate supporter of new poets. 128 Monroe was instrumental in introducing
Tagore to Chicago society, arranging for him to stay with Harriet Converse Moody (widow of
the poet William Vaughn Moody), a businesswoman and frequent hostess for Chicago’s
intellectuals. Monroe had also published a biography of her brother-in-law, renowned architect
John Wellborn Root, and until 1914 she worked as an art critic for the Chicago Tribune. Her
1907 critique of Wright’s non-residential designs, such as the Unity Temple, prompted Wright to
compose a furious rebuttal. He later sent her an apology letter and they began to correspond;
Monroe even visited Wright at Taliesin in Spring Green, Wisconsin. 129 At any rate, both Tagore
and his son, one of the chief designers of Udayan, were likely exposed to Wright’s ideas and
works in person during this time.
Tagore’s universalism, as seen in the Santiniketan buildings, aligns with Wright’s theory
in a number of ways: unity between site and building, indoor/outdoor integration, use of
materials’s natural qualities, and responsiveness to regional culture. While there is no direct
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statement of the influence of Western architects on Tagore and his associates, the sympathy
between Wright’s and Tagore’s ideas suggests a likely influence in Wright’s designs.

Patrick Geddes
Another prominent theorist whose ideas correlated with Tagore’s, with whom Tagore had
a longer standing connection, was Scottish urban planner and ecologist Patrick Geddes (18541932). As an environmental activist, Geddes led Scottish village reconstruction efforts in the
wake of industrialization and established an environmental society in Edinburgh in 1884 to
“provide art, music and a natural environment that would transform the daily lives of the
working classes across the city.” 130 Geddes was not only interested in community rehabilitation,
he also invested in the benefits of unity with one’s environment and in the transformative power
of creativity.
Following Geddes’ work improving the slums of Edinburgh, the governor of Madras
invited Geddes to India to advise on urban planning issues. He made several planning reports for
cities in India between 1915 and 1922, and taught sociology at Bombay University from 1919 to
1925. He met Tagore when work brought him to Calcutta in 1915, and Tagore consulted him
when planning the campus for Visva-Bharati. 131 Tagore’s connection with Geddes continued
when Geddes’ son, Arthur (1895-1968), a geographer who carried on his father’s urban planning
work, came to Santiniketan from 1921 to 1924. Arthur Geddes helped found the rural
reconstruction institute, Sriniketan.
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A precursor to both the New Urbanism movement of the 1980s and the Green Building
movement, Patrick Geddes introduced a model for urban planning that focused on working with
existing conditions, local needs, and the relationships between humans and their environment,
rather than the conveniences of rising industries. 132 Geddes wrote:
From of old it has been the illusion of the spiritual man that his ideal City needed no
realisation on earth; and now the converse delusion, of the temporally minded and wouldbe “practical” man, has been having its day, that material improvements are' alone
necessary. But as we escape from this futile dualism, we see Life as at once Psychic and
Organic, and presenting these complemental aspects in unending alternation. We see that
Organism and Environment are ever interacting; and that Citizen and City can only
realise themselves as they progress together. 133
Geddes was as interested as Tagore with the connection between humanity and environment, but
while Tagore was concerned with immersion in natural environments, Geddes sought to improve
city environments to create positive psychological effects for urban dwellers.
Geddes cites Tagore’s lament that in Western culture, man and nature have been viewed
in isolation. Like Tagore’s views on education and cultural revival, Geddes viewed town and city
planning “not as a new science and art but the recovery of the life and thought that created our
civilization.” 134 He cited Greek and Roman municipalities as precedents that were integrated
cooperatively with the rural areas surrounding them. In return, Tagore wrote to Geddes:
Your idea of graphic representation of the growth of human life and mind, the cycle of
their activities and various manifestations, has strongly captured my mind. I wish we
could make place for it in our institution. 135
Tagore may not have directly applied Geddes’ model of the cycle of human life and activities to
education at Visva-Bharati, but his implementation of skill-based learning specific to the location
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at Sriniketan is strongly correlated with Geddes’ ideas. Similar to Tagore, Geddes’ success in
India was mixed due to his focus on sociology rather than straightforward engineering solutions,
which didn’t appeal to either the colonial administration or Indian nationalist groups.
Tagore’s Santiniketan project did not fall within the mainstream Modernist movement,
but threads of Modernist theory appear throughout his work. Facilitating the relationship
between man and his surroundings as well as design responsiveness to geography, climate, and
other environment influences, are major components of Tagorean universalism in its
architectural manifestation. Modernity may have been a byproduct of imperialism, but the
Modernist design movement served to open avenues for a new Indian design paradigm.

Universalist Design at Santiniketan
Before Visva-Bharati was established, the architecture of Santiniketan consisted of
predominantly Bengali thatched cottages and Western-style buildings. Debendranath Tagore had
built two significant structures in the 1860s, the stained glass prayer hall, Upasana Griha, and the
Neoclassical Santiniketan House, near his meditation spot (see Figures 9, 10, and 11). 136
The buildings constructed at Santiniketan during Tagore’s time include five existing
houses at the Uttarayan residential complex (see Figure 12), educational buildings, and hostels.
Tagore moved house every few years, and the houses in which Tagore lived at Uttarayan include
Konark (1918), Udayan (1919-28), Shyamali (1935-36), Punascha (1936), and Udichi (1938-39).
Tagore felt stagnant when he stayed in one place long. 137 He wrote to a friend:
In India one is either a householder or an ascetic; some never venture out of the nook of
the house, some are always vagrants. I have both these characteristics in me. While the
room’s corner attracts me, the outside world also beckons me. I desire to travel around
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and observe, and then the restive, exhausted mind returns to its nest. It is rather like the
attitude of a bird. As it has the tiny nest for living in, so it has the vast sky to fly about. 138
Tagore’s wanderlust prompted frequent travel. His periodic move from house to house was
perhaps an effort to satisfy that wanderlust in his home setting.
Rather than following the architectural precedents his father provided, Rabindranath
Tagore envisioned a blend of diverse cultural traditions in the buildings to represent the
universalist foundation on which he hoped to build Visva-Bharati. His designers — Nandalal
Bose, Rathindranath Tagore, and Surendranath Kar — drew from cultures as diverse as Mughal,
Rajput, 139 Indian Buddhist, Japanese, Javanese, and Modernist Western (see Figure 13 for a map
of historical sites across India that were inspirations for the architecture at Santiniketan). The
front veranda of Konark (slanted sun ray), for example, features Indo-Islamic style columns
rather than the Doric and Ionic columns of Santiniketan House, but is still a distinctly modern
building (see Figure 14).
Udichi (to rise) features cusped arches in the windows, jali (latticed screen)-inspired
railings, and deep overhangs, all from Mughal and Rajput architecture, but they are integrated
with a modern spatial design and the modern material of reinforced concrete (see Figure 15).
This blending of tradition with modernity sidesteps the opulence of its Indo-Saracenic
antecedents.
Early Modernist architects such as Frank Lloyd Wright built their designs from spatial
volumes, using ornamentation sparingly and in ways that accentuated the physical properties of
the structure and materials rather than disguised them. By the time Visva-Bharati was
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established, the International Style of architecture had emerged in Europe and the United States,
which eschewed ornamentation almost entirely. The Santiniketan designs have more in common
with early Modernist architecture and even some characteristics of literary modernism, engaging
critically with tradition and using reconceived motifs to reference history without imitating it.
This will be discussed in more depth as it applies to the designs for Udayan and Shyamali in the
next two sections.
Regarding climate and site conditions, Tagore seems to have taken Frank Lloyd Wright’s
advice: “when organic architecture is properly carried out no landscape is ever outraged, but is
always developed by it.” 140 Santiniketan is in the Birbhum district at the western edge of Bengal.
In summer, the temperature can rise as high as 40 °C (104 °F). The landscape is characterized by
shallow rivers and red, laterite soil which, through wind and water erosion, has formed canyonlike formations interspersed among vast plains of rice fields (see Figures 16 and 17). These
formations, called Khoai, support little vegetation. Birbhum had featured extensive forest cover
in the pre-British days, but over time deforestation caused soil erosion, hastened by the monsoon
rains and porous nature of the soil. The inhospitable soil is the result of the original topsoil
eroding away. 141 The Khoai are the most distinctive geographical features of the locality, and
Tagore composed many songs and poems in tribute. He wrote in his reminiscences:
In the hollows of the sandy soil the rainwater had ploughed deep furrows, carving out
miniature mountain ranges full of red gravel and pebbles of various shapes through which
ran tiny streams, revealing the geography of Lilliput…I was never tired of roaming about
among those miniature hills and dales in hopes of lighting on something never known
before. I was the Livingstone of this undiscovered land which looked as if seen through
the wrong end of a telescope. Everything there, the dwarf date palms, the scrubby wild
plums and the stunted jambolans, was in keeping with the miniature mountain ranges, the
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little rivulet and the tiny fish I had discovered. 142
Tagore found joy and fascination even in the eroded, rugged Santiniketan landscape. His
childhood memories of exploring the area likely fed into his hope that the students of
Santiniketan would also be inspired by the natural setting.
Tagore did not disturb the Khoai in order to make Santiniketan more inhabitable, but on
the Santiniketan campus some modifications were necessary. A canopy of shady trees was
essential for the feasibility of Tagore’s open-air classes. He had richer topsoil imported in order
to plant Sal trees and other plants. 143 As Sal trees are native to the area, Tagore’s efforts may
have brought the landscape closer to what it had been before British intervention. Concrete
platforms and benches are sprinkled through the present-day campus under the cover of trees.
Tagore stipulated that no building should rise higher than the tallest trees in the area,
allowing the architecture to blend into the landscape. All of the buildings are horizontally
oriented to reflect the level horizon. He also insisted on a large ratio of open space to built space,
giving the campus a sense of freedom rather than enclosure. This allowed breezes to flow, giving
some relief from the summer heat. 144 It also avoided repeating Tagore’s childhood experience of
constricting physical walls and regimented subject specialization. The designers experimented
with indoor climate management through passive design, including variations in ceiling heights
and air ducts to funnel breezes indoors. 145 The open floor plans allow spatial and circulatory
freedom for both the inhabitants and air flow.
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Kar, Bose, and Rathindranath Tagore not only searched for cost-effective design
solutions to serve as examples for buildings in rural Bengal, they faced significant financial
constraints themselves. This affected the designs and construction of the buildings in interesting
ways, which will be discussed in the next section. In materials, Tagore and his associates
experimented with local, environmentally friendly materials such as mud and brick, but since
cost and durability were also primary concerns, most of the major structures are reinforced
concrete. Like Frank Lloyd Wright, these designers fused traditional and modern building
techniques.
Tagore’s interest in interaction with natural surroundings is also manifest in the
functional relationship between indoor and outdoor spaces, spatially symbolizing and facilitating
a harmonious relationship between the individual and his or her surroundings. Most of the
buildings have large verandas, serving as seamless transition spaces between indoors and
outdoors, and the Uttarayan residences are nestled among a mango and guava grove, a rose
garden, a Japanese garden, and other landscaping (see Figure 12). This ties into Tagore’s belief
that an aesthetically stimulating environment is crucial to education. Although the Uttarayan
complex is separate from the Visva-Bharati campus, students had access to the Uttarayan
buildings. It is unclear how frequently Tagore’s houses were used for educational purposes but,
as stated previously, Tagore regularly held literary events at his houses, and the verandas served
as stages for performances of his plays.
Rabindranath Tagore’s concept of universalism can be seen in the culturally diverse
designs, environmental responsiveness, and indoor and outdoor integration of many of the
Santiniketan buildings. Like Santiniketan’s art movement, its architecture exhibits a reevaluation of the foundational aspects of design in the need to modernize, but also takes
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historical and local context into account. The resulting designs are economical and modern while
rejecting overt colonial compliance, pay tribute to India’s rich design heritage, and integrate
living space with the natural world. Tagore’s philosophical imperative to pursue the latter, in
addition to being a characteristic of architectural modernism, was a core part of his universalism.
Equally core to Tagore’s universalism was the inclusivity he pursued in both education and
artistic design. Two of the Uttarayan houses, Udayan and Shyamali will now be examined as
representatives of these characteristics.

UDAYAN DESIGN AND INFLUENCES
The bare terrain stretched to the horizon; there was nothing to spoil the vista of the northwestern corner where clouds appear and from where the rain charges in...what a room it
would be to watch the rains!...Rathibabu told us that it was a fascinating experience to
watch the giant-sized clouds appear in the corner and come rushing in.
– Buddhadeva Bose, on the northwest view from Udayan, 1941 146
Udayan (the dawning) is the largest of Tagore’s houses at Santiniketan, and the
architectural focal point of Visva-Bharati University (see Figures 18 and 19). It was the second
of the existing residences at Uttarayan, designed jointly by Rathindranath Tagore and
Surendranath Kar. Udayan was only incidentally a residence; Rabindranath Tagore disliked large
houses and did not live there long. Kar and Rathindranath Tagore, however, understood that
Visva-Bharati needed a “guest-house of the world.” 147 Appropriately, Udayan’s design is a
synthesis of a wide variety of international design influences, including Mughal, Rajput,
Buddhist, European, Japanese, and Javanese. Most of these influences are unified through
abstraction; the concrete material and simplification of each of the façade’s elements gives it an
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overarching Art Deco aesthetic. Udayan illustrates Tagore’s universalism by unifying eclectic
historical elements with a Modernist framework. Because cultural unity was a major component
of Tagore’s philosophy, Udayan’s design synthesis between cultures, both historical and
contemporary, is an illustration of that universalism in concrete and wood. Tagore’s universalism
is also demonstrated in the design’s environmental friendliness and connection between the
indoor and outdoor realms, addressing Tagore’s desire for close association with the natural
world.
Udayan was built in stages between 1919 and 1928 due to budgetary limitations, with
some additions as late as 1936 (see Figure 20). 148 The house plan builds on the Anglo-Indian
concept of a bungalow. The bungalow, an important source for modern residential architecture in
the West, particularly in America, was derived from traditional Bengali thatched cottages. The
word itself derives from banglo, meaning “of Bengal.” Bungalows were originally single-storied
houses with low, sweeping lines and wide verandas in response to the hot climate of Bengal. 149
The bungalow model was used by British military, civil servants, and businessmen, but British
officials modified the concept by adding European-style porticoes and high ceilings with
clerestory windows to facilitate air circulation. The traditional hipped roofs were replaced with
flat concrete roofs and verandas with classical columns. 150 The thick roofs not only absorbed
heat during the day, but allowed more flexibility with the interior layout, allowing European
floor plans to be brought to India. 151 These Neoclassical bungalows became status symbols even
among Indian elites in the nineteenth century. 152 Tagore’s ancestral home at Jorasanko follows
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this trend (see Figure 4), but none is more representative than Santiniketan House, which
Debendranath Tagore had built in 1864 in the early days of the ashram (see Figure 10). Udayan
shares all of these qualities, but it shed the Greco-Roman Neoclassical aesthetic in favor of
references to Indian classical architecture.
Udayan faces east, and the unbroken access to the rising sun creates striking effects when
the light shines on the white surfaces of the façade (see Figures 21 and 22). Sunlight accentuates
the juxtaposed volumes, overhangs, and niches, emphasizing the sculptural possibilities of
concrete architecture. The changes in light over the course of the days and seasons give the
building a sense of sculptural transformation. Split-level floors open into a network of courtyards
and terraces. The split-levels are a result of the intermittent construction, but commentators have
remarked on them reflecting the rise and fall of the Khoai. 153 This evocation of the Khoai is also
seen in Udayan’s tiered composition of rectangular masses, with each progressively set-back
floor replicated at a smaller scale by the doorways and eaves, which act as intermediary steps
between terraces and floor levels (see Figures 23 and 24).
Udayan’s plan and façade are asymmetrical, another result of its intermittent
construction, but the volumes on either side of the front portico are balanced so that neither side
dominates the other. The ground plan shows wings unified around a front living room and a large
hall behind (see Figure 19). 154 The tiered composition of masses could have been a deliberate
reflection of Eastern temples, but is more likely inspired by the early Modernist architecture of
Illinois, to which Rathindranath Tagore, as well as his father, would have been exposed when he
studied at the University of Illinois. Frank Lloyd Wright had designed several Prairie-Style
houses in the Chicago area by that time, as well as Unity Temple in Oak Park (see Figure 25).
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Unity Temple, built between 1905 and 1908, is of particular interest in comparing Wright’s work
to that of Santiniketan. The temple is an early example of Wright using concrete as a primary
building material . It is also within half a mile of Wright’s Oak Park home and studio, which
Rabindranath Tagore visited in 1913, so it is likely that he would have seen it. Both Udayan and
Unity Temple make full use of their concrete material, featuring three-dimensional compositions
of individually delineated volumes rather than the interior spaces being arranged behind flat
facades. Because of this, on each building the concrete details of the overhangs, columns, and
cornices accentuate and unify the volumes’ intersections and angles, rather than serving as
unrelated decoration.

Indian Influences
Much of Udayan’s aesthetic character references historical architecture of India. IndoSaracenic design incorporates Mughal and Rajput elements, such as domes and pavilions, in a
fanciful manner. Udayan’s Indian elements, on the other hand, are applied with a more abstract,
practical aesthetic befitting modern concrete architecture. The house’s horizontal orientation is
characteristic of Modernist residential architecture such as the Prairie-Style. It is one of the
tallest buildings on the campus but, as Tagore requested, it falls short of the height of the trees
surrounding it. Tagore’s stipulation about the height of the buildings corresponds with Wright’s
Prairie-Style houses in that they are intended to complement the landscape rather than dominate
it. Udayan also recalls the horizontal aesthetic of many Mughal buildings and Indian cave
architecture. The most well-known Mughal sites are in arid regions and the strong horizontal
lines of buildings such as those of Fatehpur Sikri reflect the flat landscape. Traditional Indian
cave architecture often features long colonnades with low ceilings.
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The primary visual feature of Udayan’s front veranda and portico is a series of massive
columns modeled after those of Hindu and Buddhist cave temples in thickness, spacing and
capital design (see Figure 26). The inverted step design of the column capitals, for example,
matches the pedestal atop the stupa in Ajanta’s Cave 9, and the two columns of the portico have
commonalities with those of the Bagh Cave entrance (see Figures 27 and 28). Kar visited the
Bagh Caves with Nandalal Bose in 1920, commissioned by a local government to document the
deteriorating frescoes. Bose had previously visited Ajanta to study its murals and it is likely that
Kar would have made an artist’s pilgrimage to Ajanta, as well. 155 Udayan’s front veranda and
portico were used regularly as a dais for readings and student performances of Tagore’s
dramas. 156
Most of the house’s other exterior details are of Mughal and Rajput extraction, two
traditions that intermixed and overlapped in North India during the Mughal reign. The ground
level veranda is lined with a low parapet derived from Mughal buildings. 157 The northeast railing
on the first floor level features a hexagonal design, referencing Rajput jali screens such as that
seen on the jharokhas (hanging balconies) of Rajasthani palaces (see Figures 29 and 30). Rather
than carved stone or cast clay, however, the railing is made with pre-cast concrete, a technique
which was not commonly used in India until the 1950s. 158 The slimmer column design and
spacing on the northeast side reflects Mughal precedents such as the Jodha Bai Palace at the
sixteenth century royal city of Fatehpur Sikri, and the deep overhangs to shield windows from
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the sun and monsoon rains are also similar to Mughal chhajja (projecting eaves supported by
decorative brackets) at Fatehpur Sikri (Figure 31). 159
The woodwork of the front entrance (Figure 32), with cusped arches, rosettes, and
hanging pendants, is likely inspired by the carved wood tradition of havelis (palaces or
townhomes) in nineteenth century Gujarat (see Figure 33). 160 Cusped arches with rosettes in the
spandrels are common in both Rajput and Mughal architecture of North India (see Figure 34).
This motif is repeated in the woodwork throughout the exterior and interior of the house (see
Figure 35). Even the bathroom is inspired by Mughal architecture (see Figure 36). The step motif
and arch with rosettes appear in a colorful design, no doubt inspired by the hammams (Persianstyle baths) of the Mughal period.
Udayan’s concrete faces are adorned with shallow niches, miniature pishtaqs (Islamic
arched portals), and other cutouts, similar to those on many Mughal and Rajput buildings (see
Figures 37 and 38). The stepped motif of the front columns is used repeatedly, from window
frames and chhajja support brackets (Figure 39) to landscaping (Figure 40) and interior
doorframes (Figure 41). This motif is an abstraction of the silhouettes created by Mughal column
brackets and doorframes (Figure 42). A similar stepped motif is also found in Hindu Kalinga
architecture, such as in the front portal of the 13th century Konark Sun Temple in Odisha (Figure
43).
The mouldings on the column entablatures and roof cornices may also reference Kalinga
architecture in which stacked, elaborately carved horizontal lines feature extensively. Emphasis
on horizontal lines through stacked repetitions is nearly ubiquitous in Hindu architecture.
However, the rounded-corner cornices and decorative brackets on the upper overhangs also give
159
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Udayan a distinct Art Deco aesthetic (see Figure 44). The abstractions of Mughal and Rajput
designs produce the same effect. These diverse motifs are all modified into simple geometric
patterns, achieving unity in their eclecticism, as though the designers were deliberately searching
for foundational commonalities between design elements and uniting them under the umbrella of
Modernism.

Japanese and Southeast Asian Influences
Tagore visited Japan in 1916 and 1924 and held a deep regard for Japanese architecture.
He wrote to Rathindranath, “I would have been happy if I could lift an entire Japanese house,
complete with all the furniture inside it.” 161 The Japanese influence on Udayan is strong,
particularly on the interior rooms. Japanese design appears sporadically on the house exterior,
most notably the wooden panel with a Japanese circular window (Figure 45). The custom muntin
grid on the north entrance to the house, visible only inside the courtyard, is also inspired by
traditional Japanese windows (Figures 46 and 47).
The Japanese influence on Udayan is most visible in the interior. The walls in nearly
every room are paneled with wood and tatami (Japanese woven mats used for flooring) style
mats. Artists Kasahara Kintaro, who came to Santiniketan in 1920 to teach woodcraft, and Kono
Shuson are said to have assisted with some of the woodwork. 162 The wood paneling, although
Japanese in origin, is still Indian in form. The columns and low ceiling of the great hall, where
Tagore held practice sessions for student drama performances, like Udayan’s exterior columns,
are inspired by the cave temples such as Ajanta, Bagh, and Ellora (see Figure 48). 163 The front
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living room features Mughal-inspired doorways as discussed above, but since they are made of
wood and surrounded by woven mats on the walls, the effect is a unique fusion between
Japanese and Indian design (see Figure 49).
The final, though not inconsiderable, Japanese element at Udayan is the large garden to
the south of the house (Figures 50 and 51). Rathindranath Tagore laid out the gardens of
Uttarayan, bringing in flora from around the world, such as the African Tulip Tree and the
Caribbean Trumpet Tree. Kasahara Kintaro claims credit for the Japanese garden, along with the
pampa lake and the garden house studio where Rathindranath lived. 164
Tagore also visited Southeast Asia in 1927. As part of his universalist search for
commonalities between cultures, he documented his fascination for the similarities and
differences between the Hindu and Buddhist cultures of Java and Bali and their Indian origins:
I have already referred in some of my letters to the living way in which the Ramayana
and Mahabharata 165 have entered into the lives of the Javanese people. Because living,
the local versions are not mere replicas of the old literary records, but have taken new
forms in their progress through these people’s own age-long ideas and imaginings, by the
constant use that has been made of them for the purposes of their daily life. 166
Tagore’s fascination with the foundational similarities between Javanese and Indian cultures also
found its way into Udayan’s aesthetic. Surendranath Kar, who traveled with Tagore in 1927,
incorporated design elements from this trip into the house. The wooden window grilles at
Udayan’s south end are the house’s most singular feature (see Figure 52) and are likely a
synthesis of diverse design precedents. The upper portions appear to follow Japanese shōji
designs (windows, doors, or partitions made from a wooden latticework frame, filled with
translucent paper), but precedents for the design as a whole are more difficult to place. Though
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the framework may be Japanese, shōji frames are not usually painted (see Figure 53). The
vertical baluster shafts are likely Javanese-inspired, as Javanese windows have more decorative
grilles and are often painted (see Figure 54). Kar and Tagore would have seen these during their
trip to Java in 1927. 167 Another suggested inspiration for the window design is the stone window
grilles of Khmer architecture, such as those at Angkor in Cambodia (Figure 55). 168 Since Tagore
and Kar did not visit Cambodia, any inspiration would have been through either photographs or
ruins of the Khmer Empire in Siam, which they did visit during their 1927 tour. The North
Indian cusped arches and rosettes hold central positions in the Udayan window grilles and, as
they are combined with Japanese and Southeast Asian influences, these windows are another
synthesis of international design.
A final Southeast Asian element at Udayan is the kitchen chimney at the north end of the
courtyard (Figure 56). Das suggests that it was modeled after Javanese temples, such as the
Arjuna Temple of Dieng, Java (Figure 57). 169 The chimney’s silhouette and openings resemble
the forms of Javanese temples and stupas more strongly than any Indian or Japanese designs (see
Figures 58 and 59). It is likely that Kar was inspired by the temples when creating the chimney.

Environmental Response
Tagore may be considered an early environmentalist in his concern for respecting the
natural world. Udayan responds to this environmental aspect of Tagore’s philosophy, the ideal of
communion with nature. There are two components to this in architectural design: minimizing
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energy consumption through passive climate design, and integrating the indoor and outdoor areas
to maximize the occupants’ connection with the outside world. Tagore wrote,
When Buddha preached Maitri — the relationship of harmony — not only with human
beings but with all creation, did he not have this truth in his mind that our treatment of
the world is wrong when we solely treat it as a fact which can be known and used? 170
This implies a desire to consume resources carefully, to respect the natural world by creating a
comfortable living environment through response to the wind and sun rather than using energyspending measures. Moderating the house’s internal temperature against the hot, sub-tropical
climate was the central concern. Concrete has a high thermal mass, which helps regulate internal
temperature, but the designers’ primary innovation in Udayan was encouraging airflow to cool
the rooms and combat the effects of humidity. The floor plan, centered around the living room to
at the front and great hall behind, features multiple passages from room to room in order to
facilitate airflow (see Figure 19). The variations in ceiling height also allow for small clerestory
windows to help draw air through the house. Most rooms have large windows both for
ventilation and light, minimizing the need for electric lighting. Glazed windows are used
sparingly, most of them facing north. Because the north side receives the least sunlight in the
summer, they do not trap as much heat in the house as south- or west-facing windows would.
The wind flows from the east and northeast at Santiniketan. An east-facing house such as
Udayan is positioned to maximize air circulation from breezes, and the deep veranda and
overhangs shield from the strongest summer sunlight. The window grilles facing east allow the
shuttered windows to be open to evening breezes in the summer, while the grilles on the south
side are ideal for letting in sunlight in the winter. 171
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A fluid connection with nature was also key to Tagore’s philosophy as well as his
comfort and creative productivity. While living in Udayan he wrote:
I have changed my room again…There are two small rooms on the northern part. I love
rooms of this kind, because, let me tell you, if the room itself is large, then the outside is
distanced. It is a spacious room that actually imprisons a human being because the mind
makes itself comfortable in that sizeable space, pushing the external world still further
away. There is nothing in this small room that is beyond my wants of living. There is bed,
a table, a stool – I have not tried to get a mouthful of sky in the room by tying the sky to a
piece of furniture. I want the sky in its own place – in its wholesome, pure form. 172
Two large windows in these rooms, the west-facing one shaded by a tree, allowed Tagore to
enjoy this view of the sky. There are as many views and passages to the outdoors as possible, in
order to facilitate connectivity with nature. 173 The verandas of the ground and first floors provide
more outdoor living space than indoor. Since a veranda faces each direction, Udayan offers
external living and views of the horizon befitting every season or time of the day. Additionally,
the first floor bedrooms are more easily reached from one another through the verandas than
through internal hallways. This gave moving through the house the sense of a journey which
Tagore, the inveterate traveler, appreciated. Of living in Udayan, Tagore wrote:
My journey constitutes traveling from the bedroom to the desk in the corner, from the
corner-desk to the class, from the class to the bathroom, from the bathroom to the dining
room, from the dining room to the bedroom, from the bedroom to the corner, from the
corner to the terrace, from the terrace to the bedroom again. 174
Tagore may not have had a preference for large houses, but he did appreciate the flow of
movement that Udayan offered.
Udayan stands out at Santiniketan as a visualization of Tagore’s universalism, in that it
unifies in its design a diverse set of international influences, situating them in the context of a
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modern India through Modernist design and materials. Additionally, it features environmentally
friendly climate response and integration between indoor and outdoor spaces to facilitate a
human connection with the natural world. Tagore lived in Udayan for several years, but by 1935
his desire for a smaller, simpler home prompted him to ask Surendranath Kar to build him a new
residence. Udayan has subsequently been used for university administrative functions such as an
office, a library, a museum, a studio, a committee room, a reception hall, and a guest house. 175 In
function as well as form, Udayan has served the needs and goals of Visva-Bharati University.

SHYAMALI DESIGN AND INFLUENCES
The construction of the mud house has begun. I hope this will be my last dwelling place
on this earth. The next one will be in the world hereafter. I desire to make this mud house
incomparably beautiful. The arrogance of bricks and stones must be challenged.
– Rabindranath Tagore, 1935 176
When Tagore’s health began to fail in 1935, he requested that Surendranath Kar construct
a humble mud dwelling, which Tagore believed would be his last home. The year previous,
Nandalal Bose had made a small exhibition structure by mixing tar with local soil, and Tagore
hoped that Kar could build his house with a similar method. 177 Tagore named the house
Shyamali, which means “dusky” or “dark” in reference to the soil (see Figure 3).
Much more modest than Udayan, Shyamali is also a synthesis of design traditions,
primarily Indian cave architecture and Santhal rural cottages. Its precedents are not as wide a
variety as those of Udayan, but Shyamali is equally universalist in its seamless connection to the
site and its being rooted in a regional tradition. More than almost any other building at
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Santiniketan, Shyamali is an example of Contextual Modernism in that the design is sensitive to
its context — location, historical moment, and personality of its patron — while still
synthesizing all of these components into something striking and original.
Shyamali also perfectly illustrates Tagore’s universalist interest in a connection to nature,
facilitating unity between all creation. The house is remarkable for its experimental mud
construction method. Tagore’s intention was to create a unique organic atmosphere in the house
by using this natural material. This would promote the synergy between the house’s occupant
and the surrounding site. Once the house fell, it would return to the ground from which it came,
leaving little, if any footprint. To Tagore, this was the optimal living situation for a creative
association with nature.

Design Influences
Shyamali’s design is a seamless fusion of a Santhal tribal hut and ancient Indian cave
temple architecture. The Santhal people make up one of the largest tribal populations of India,
and Santiniketan itself is surrounded by Santhal villages. The tribe is of Southeast Asian origin,
having arrived on the east coast of India during approximately the same era of the Indo-Aryan
migrations to northern India. The Santhal people have suffered a history of exploitation and
oppression by the British and regional Indian landowners. 178 The rural villages of India had seen
a decline in prosperity during British rule due to industrialization and exploitive taxation, and as
mentioned previously, rural reconstruction was one of Tagore’s primary goals in his
establishment of Visva-Bharati. He believed that the best chance of strengthening Indian culture
in preparation for independence was by revitalizing its villages. Sriniketan was established in
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order to lead these revitalization efforts by improving agricultural methods and growing the
handicraft market. Shyamali, with its mud construction and exterior relief murals, both of which
were inspired by Santhal buildings, is a tribute to the Santhal culture surrounding Santiniketan.
The house is also experiment in village development in that Tagore hoped to establish a method
of construction for a more stable and weather-resistant mud cottage.
Surendranath Kar planned Shyamali’s layout and construction, while Nandalal Bose was
responsible for the front elevation design and for overseeing the exterior artworks. 179 The house
was intended for Tagore’s personal meditation rather than family living, in keeping with
Tagore’s belief that he would not live long. 180 Tagore referred to Shyamali as:
a mud casket beautifully worked, for enshrining in it the last few days of my life. All our
dwelling places contain varied partnerships of love this last one will only offer me a
perfect solitude of a final departure which will not have the time to allow life’s treasures
to invade its loneliness. 181
Shyamali’s situation in the Uttarayan complex reflects the house’s meaning for Tagore’s stage in
life. Ancient Hindu philosophy defines four stages: Brahmacharya (student), Grihastha
(householder), Vanaprastha (forest dweller/retirement), and Sannyasa (renunciation). Shyamali
is at the end of a north-facing axis that passes through the Uttarayan entrance, in front of
Udayan, and through a trellis. If this axis represents passage through the stages of life, Udayan
represents the householder stage, when one is occupied with home and family, and Shyamali
represents retirement and renunciation. 182
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Shyamali’s 500 square-foot plan consists of a central hall and side rooms surrounded by a
veranda (see Figure 60). 183 The bedroom and bathroom are in a separate wing to the east,
accessible from the veranda, with a courtyard in front. The outer courtyard is on the east side,
accessible to the morning sun, but shielded from the setting sun in the west. The veranda, with
the heavy eaves and thick pillars giving it a semi-indoor quality, acts as a transitional space
between the exterior and interior. 184 The veranda also serves as a circumambulatory space,
referencing the passage around a stupa as a form of worship in a Buddhist chaitya (Buddhist hall
sanctuary).
The house features strong similarities to cave architecture, which is significant because
cave dwellings were made by excavating a monolithic material, inherently connected in all its
parts, rather than an assembled material. Shyamali’s plain, thick mud walls create the dim,
austere interior atmosphere of a cave, with each room like a succession of rock chambers (see
Figures 61 and 62). With the exception of the outer doors, rooms are not separated by
doorframes. Tagore pointed out that the house felt like a single room: “It is as good to the eye as
it is to live in. The rooms are separated and yet are one room — the prohibitive sign of doors is
not there.” 185 This interconnectedness of the house interior no doubt highlighted the connection
that Tagore hoped to find between himself and his environment through the natural qualities of
the building material. The visual effect of the row of thick columns surrounding the veranda is
also strikingly similar to Buddhist vihara (monastery) entrances such as the main colonnade of
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the Udaygiri Caves (Figures 63 and 64). Shyamali’s visual connections to cave architecture are
fitting, considering the house is made of mud, another natural material.
Bose’s façade is modeled after a chaitya entrance, the pediment referencing portals such
as those of the Ajanta Caves in Maharashtra (see Figures 65 and 66). Bose was familiar with this
form, having spent time the winter of 1909-1910 copying Ajanta’s cave murals. 186 Each chaitya
features a horseshoe arch over the doorway. While Ajanta’s arch has carved imitations of the
ends of purlin beams supporting the interior of the arch, a visual feature descended from the
original wood chaitya designs, on Shyamali’s façade these appear at the base of the arch. This
may be a deliberate indication that, unlike the chaityas of Ajanta, Shyamali does not have a
vaulted interior. The chaitya arch, in Buddhist philosophy, symbolizes the portal to infinity,
another indication that the house was intended to be Tagore’s last residence. 187
Nandalal Bose and the Kala Bhavan students and faculty created the bas relief sculptures
on Shyamali’s exterior, which depict aspects of Santhal life. One such relief (Figure 67) features
three women dancing under a tree, one of whom is playing the flute. These figures double as a
depiction of a Santhal festival and shalabhanjika figures (a standard element of Indian sculpture,
often in decorative brackets, of voluptuous female dancing or playing music beneath a sala tree).
Murals and relief sculpture on the walls of mud dwellings is a Santhal tradition that exists to the
present day (see Figures 68 and 69), and Bose’s scheme pays simultaneous tribute to the Santhal
people and their artistic traditions. 188
On either side of Shyamali’s entrance are bas relief figures resembling dvarapalas (gate
or door guardians at Hindu, Buddhist, or Jain temples), such as those of the Pitalkhora caves in
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Maharashtra (see Figures 70 and 71). 189 In India, they are usually depicted as yakshas
(benevolent nature spirits) and mark the boundary between sacred and profane space. 190 Like the
dancing girls, the two figures guarding the Shyamali entrance also double as a Santhal couple.
The artist of these two figures was Kala Bhavan instructor Ramkinkar Baij, whose outdoor
sculptures are a prominent part of the Visva-Bharati campus aesthetic. Unlike the other
Santiniketan artists, Baij grew up in rural Bengal and many of his sculptures depict the Santhal
people. Both Bose and Baij used Santhal life often in their artwork, but Bose used the subject as
part of the larger canvas of nature, and Baij used them as symbols of the archetypal man in that,
from his perspective, the Santhal people found joy in living in tune with the natural world
without relying on material pleasures. 191 By giving the religious symbol of a dvarapala a secular
layer, Baij makes the symbol universal, adaptable to any locality or belief system. While the
reason behind the use of these symbols on the Shyamali façade is not documented, one of Baij’s
major artistic focuses was to depict the Santhal people with both realism and dignity. By placing
a Santhal couple in the place of dvarapalas, Baij elevates them to the rank of nature gods and
gives the religious symbol universal application through adaptation to this specific locality.

Experimental Construction
Much of the Bengal region is an alluvial flood plain, where the Ganges splits and empties
into the Bay of Bengal. Because of this, mud was historically a common rural building material
due to its availability and workability. Mud construction appealed to Tagore because it was both
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inexpensive and in harmony with the local environment and climate. 192 Both Tagore and Kar
viewed the Shyamali design as an experiment in simplicity and cost-effective construction that, if
successful, could serve as an innovative example to surrounding villages. The objectives were to
formulate a more stable mud wall than was often used, a roof impervious to storms and fire, and
to keep the cost low enough to interest the surrounding villagers. 193
Mud is the primary wall material, but the mixture includes tar, cow dung, and bena reeds.
One of the rooms is reported to have earthen pots in plaster casings in the walls, or order to
absorb heat and keep the room cool. 194 One innovation Kar and Bose made was to use sloped,
rammed earth walls, following the example of the ancient Indus Valley, Egyptian, and
Mesopotamian societies. This gave the walls greater stability and strength to hold the weight of
the roof.
Santhal houses sit on thick, sturdy plinths (see Figures 68 and 69), and while Shyamali’s
plinth isn’t as tall, efforts were made to make the foundation impervious to exterior elements.
The mud was mixed with a higher proportion of cow dung to make it elastic and avoid cracking,
and bituminous tar on the exterior protected the plinth from termites and rain damage (see Figure
72). The interior floor was finished with the highly durable Indian Patent Stone (red oxide)
concrete. 195
Traditional mud dwellings had thatch roofs with deep, overhanging eaves to protect the
walls from monsoon rains (see Figure 73). Hay was both light and easy to obtain, but because it
was vulnerable to fire and required continuous upkeep, Tagore requested the development of a
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more permanent mud roof. The difficulty was developing a support system for such a heavy roof.
Kar used a split bamboo grid not unlike that of reinforced concrete. The grid was covered with
clay and finely chopped hay and painted with two coats of bituminous tar. The roof was laid on a
grid of wooden purlins supported by the walls. It was rounded to the slope of Bengali thatch
roofs, to prevent water from gathering. With the mud material, a sloped roof was more stable
than a flat roof would have been. Tagore was pleased with the result, writing:
The mud house has turned out to be beautiful. Nandalal and company have been
labouring day and night for a few days to create figurines on the wall. The eagerness of
the villagers is the greatest. They are enthused by the fact that a roof can be made of clay.
They will benefit in every way if the thatched roof typical of rural huts can be done away
with. 196
Shyamali, as a combination of diverse design traditions, integration between indoor and outdoor
space, natural building materials, and the potential to improve rural village life, was everything
had Tagore hoped for.
Shyamali is the only of his houses that Tagore wrote about extensively, including two
poems. One of these begins as follows:
The home of my last days
Will be made of earth,
Its name shall be Shyamali
And when it crumbles
It will be like falling to sleep,
Soil will embrace soil;
No broken pillar will stand
To dispute with the world;
Ribs break from cracked walls
And allow not within
The ghosts of the dead to nest.
I will build on that ground
The base of my last home
In which all pain is absorbed,
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All scandals forgiven,
So that all sickness, all mockery
In courtesy the soft grass covers-In which hundreds of centuries
Of bloodthirsty, savage roars
Have gone silent. 197
This poem speaks to the power of the natural world, specifically of the ever-abundant soil to lay
to rest all evidence, both physical and metaphysical, of the negative aspects of human
experience. One wonders if, in entering the house, Tagore hoped to leave his greatest sorrows
behind under a covering of soil.
The Shyamali experiment was not an unqualified success. The first roof cracked and
leaked during the monsoon of 1936 and had to be rebuilt. It also wasn’t as cost-effective as
hoped, as Shyamali requires annual maintenance to stay intact. 198 Even with the community’s
initial interest in mud roof construction, it did not become the norm. Traditional Bengali cottages
still have predominantly thatch or corrugated metal roofs (see Figures 68 and 69). Nandalal Bose
constructed another mud edifice at Santiniketan, Kalo Bari (black house), a student hostel for
Kala Bhavan (see Figure 75). This hostel is also covered with mural-size tar reliefs, but the roof
is corrugated metal rather than mud. Nevertheless, Shyamali still stands as a successful
experiment in combining aesthetics with eco-friendliness and earthen architecture is an essential
component to the Santiniketan aesthetic. Earthen architecture has the least negative
environmental impact of building materials, and the high thermal mass of the thick walls
regulates indoor temperature, even during summer heat waves.
Tagore was forced to move out of the house when the roof leaked, and lived there only
intermittently afterwards. His health also improved and he lived a further six years, during which

Rabindranath Tagore, “Amar sheshbelakar gharkhani,” in Shesh Shaptak, trans. Melanie Clark (Kolkata:
Visva-Bharati Grathan Bivgh, 1935), 163-164.
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time he commissioned two more small houses from Kar: Punascha (Figure 74) and Udichi
(Figure 14). Even after living Punascha and Udichi, however, Shyamali remained Tagore’s
favorite house. 199
The concept of a house that will fall apart and seamlessly return to the earth from which
it was made is perhaps the strongest manifestation of organic design in any architectural work.
Frank Lloyd Wright wrote, “Any building which is built should love the ground on which it
stands.” 200 Considering Tagore’s poetic image of soil embracing soil, Shyamali might be said to
represent Wright’s idea of organic design better than anything he designed himself. It is
certainly, in both design and substance, the clearest architectural expression of Tagore’s
universalist ideal of connection to the natural environment. It also stands with Udayan as a
synthesis of historical design elements, both regional and international, adapted to the needs of
its time and place.

CONCLUSION
The architecture of Santiniketan, particularly that of Tagore’s houses, holds a unique
place in both Indian and Modernist architecture. Just as Tagore himself did not associate with
any political movement relating to the sociopolitical complexities of twentieth century colonial
India, the architecture of Santiniketan does not fit easily into any mainstream architectural trend,
either in India or outside of it. The Santiniketan designs and thought behind them can only be
situated fully in the context of Tagore’s historical moment and universalist philosophy, but this
philosophy, particularly as it applies to architecture, does sympathize with certain aspects of
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early Modernist design, in particular with Frank Lloyd Wright’s search for design principles
universal to all cultures.
Tagore’s philosophy, developed from the Upanishads, encouraged unity and
understanding between all creation through connection between the peoples of humanity, as well
as connection between individuals and the natural world. This ideal was central to Tagore’s
artistic work, educational and social work, and the architecture of Visva-Bharati. Tagore
recognized that the small educational community he had created and nourished was the truest
manifestation of his universalist ideals. The buildings of Santiniketan, especially two of Tagore’s
residences in the Uttarayan complex, Udayan and Shyamali, illustrate Tagorean universalism in
that they draw from diverse historical design precedents, but rather than being revivalist the
historical elements are synthesized with Modernist design. The Santiniketan designs engage with
both tradition and the specific characteristics of the cultural context, locality, and global society
of their time.
Udayan is a synthesis of Indian, Western, and other Asian design elements. The design
unifies them by utilizing modern materials, creating a “guest house of the world,” and an
architectural focal point befitting Tagore’s world university. Udayan’s design is also integrated
with its exterior environment by reflecting rather than dominating the landscape of Santiniketan.
The house exhibits numerous visual connections to its surrounding environment, features
transitional living spaces between the indoors and outdoors, and utilizes passive design
principles to respond to the climate.
Shyamali is also a fusion of design elements, a descendent of primarily Indian cave
architecture and rural Bengali mud huts. It demonstrates universality in its response to the
specific locale of rural Bengal in both the house design and the bas reliefs adorning its exterior
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walls. The design also strongly advocates communion with the natural world. Shyamali’s mud
material and its small, intimate layout offers a living environment uniquely connected to the
outdoors. Because of its natural material, once Shyamali falls to ruin it will make a much smaller
environmental impact than more common building materials would. At the time Shyamali was
built, architects like Frank Lloyd Wright championed designs and materials that were an
extension of the site on which they were used. Since then, the concept of a house leaving a small
ecological footprint is an architectural ideal that has grown to prime importance in the design
world due to anxiety about the global environment.
Tagore’s universalism remains relevant because of its application to a variety of present
day issues, but as his work was so expansive and cross-disciplinary, many implications of his
philosophy and work are beyond the scope of this project. Further research is needed to explore
Tagore’s relationship with the issues of international relations in an increasingly global society,
contemporary educational theories, and environmental protection efforts. Considering the
emerging recognition of the Modernist movement as a pluralistic moment with many
contrapuntal narratives, 201 there is also a need for further research to situate Tagore and his work
— literary, artistic, educational, and architectural — in his proper place on a newly conceived
global canvas of the modern era.
The educational and artistic community Tagore created at Santiniketan is the most
complete manifestation of Tagore’s philosophy of universalism and he believed that, of all his
work, building Visva-Bharati was the most important. In his last letter to Mahatma Gandhi after
Gandi’s visit to Santiniketan in 1940, Tagore implored him to, “accept this institution under your
protection, giving it an assurance of permanence if you consider it to be a national asset. VisvaSusan Stanford Friedman, Planetary Modernisms: Provocations on Modernity Across Time (New York:
Columbia University Press, 2015).
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Bharati is like a vessel which is carrying the cargo of my life’s best treasure, and I hope it may
claim special care from my countrymen for its preservation.” 202
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FIGURES

Figure 1.

Rabindranath Tagore, 1909. Source: Wikimedia Commons, Public Domain.

Figure 2.

Udayan, east façade
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Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Shyamali, south façade

Jorasanko Thakur Bari, Kolkata, Tagore’s ancestral home
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Figure 5.

Tagore (seated left of blackboard) with open-air class. Source: Encyclopedia Britannica.

Figure 6.

Rabindranath Tagore, self-portrait, 1936, Rabindra Bhavan, Visva-Bharati.
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Figure 7.

Victoria Memorial, Kolkata. Source: Subhrajyoti Saha, Wikimedia Commons.

Figure 8.

Imperial Hotel, Tokyo, Japan. Source: Wikimedia Commons, Public Domain.
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Figure 9.

Upasana Griha (Prayer Hall), Santiniketan Ashram

Figure 10. Debendranath Tagore’s meditation seat, Santiniketan Ashram
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Figure 11. Santiniketan House, built in 1864
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Figure 12. Uttarayan site layout
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Figure 13. Map of India, showing site locations
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Figure 14. Konark veranda, Uttarayan

Figure 15. Udichi, west façade, Uttarayan
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Figure 16. Rice fields in West Bengal

Figure 17. Khoai near Santiniketan
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Figure 18. Udayan, front elevation. Source: Archeological Survey of India,
UNESCO portfolio, 2010. Rabindra Bhavan Archive.

Figure 19. Udayan, floor plans. Adapted from Archeological Survey of India,
UNESCO portfolio, 2010. Rabindra Bhavan Archive.
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Figure 20. Udayan during construction. Source: Rabindra Bhavan Archive.

Figure 21. Udayan, view from southeast
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Figure 22. Udayan, portico

Figure 23. Udayan, roof and terrace detail
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Figure 24. Udayan, terrace level

Figure 25. Unity Temple, Oak Park, Illinois. Source: IvoShandor, Wikimedia Commons.
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Figure 26. Udayan, front veranda

Figure 27. Ajanta Cave 9, stupa (right). Source: Arian Zwegers, Wikimedia Commons.
Figure 28. Columns, Bagh Cave 4 (left). Source: ARTStor.
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Figure 29. Jharokas with jali work, Hawa Mahal, Jaipur.
Source: Alice.surabhikumawat, Wikimedia Commons.
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Figure 30. Udayan, northeast upper veranda

Figure 31. Jodha Bai Palace, Fatehpur Sikri
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Figure 32. Udayan, front entry

Figure 33. Nineteenth century carved wood jharokha, Patan, Gujarat.
Source: V.S. Pramar, A Social History of Indian Architecture, 64.
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Figure 34. Tomb of Iltutmish, Qutb Minar Complex, New Delhi (left)
Figure 35. Udayan, bedroom window overlooking Japanese garden (right)

Figure 36. Udayan, bathroom
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Figure 37. Udayan, portico entablature (left)
Figure 38. Taj Mahal detail, Agra (right)

Figure 39. Udayan, window detail
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Figure 40. Udayan, garden landscaping

Figure 41. Udayan, interior doorway (left)
Figure 42. Fatehpur Sikri, treasury doorway (right)
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Figure 43. Konark Sun Temple, entrance detail. Source: Subhrajyoti07, Wikimedia Commons.

Figure 44. Udayan, cornice details
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Figure 45. Udayan, Japanese window

Figure 46. Udayan, north entrance
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Figure 47. Nishiyama Onsen Keiunkan (hot spring hotel), Hayakawa, Japan.
Source: Takato Marui, Wikimedia Commons.

Figure 48. Udayan, great hall
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Figure 49. Udayan, living room

Figure 50. Udayan, south side and Japanese garden
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Figure 51. Udayan, Japanese garden

Figure 52. Udayan, window detail
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Figure 53. Japanese kōshi-do (latticed doorway). Source: 663highland, Wikimedia Commons.

Figure 54. Javanese window grille. Source: Cccefalon, Wikimedia Commons.
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Figure 55. Window grille, Angkor, Cambodia. Source: yeowatzup, Wikimedia Commons.

Figure 56. Udayan, chimney (left)
Figure 57. Arjuna Temple, Dieng, Java (right).
Source: Michael Gunther, Wikimedia Commons.
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Figure 58. Stupas at Borobudur, Java (left). Source: Heaven's Army, Wikimedia Commons.
Figure 59. Temple III group, Gedong Song, Java (right). Source: Michael Gunther,
Wikimedia Commons.

Figure 60. Shyamali, ground plan
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Figure 61. Shyamali, front hall and interior

Figure 62. Shyamali, veranda and bedroom
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Figure 63. Shyamali, view from northwest

Figure 64. Udaygiri Caves, Bhubaneswar, Odisha
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Figure 65. Shyamali, entrance

Figure 66. Cave 9, Ajanta, Maharashtra
Source: Akshatha Inamdar, Wikimedia Commons.
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Figure 67. Shyamali, bas relief depicting dancing figures
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Figure 68. Bishnubati, a Santhal village near Santiniketan.
Source: Boro Baski, Indiantribalheritage.org.

Figure 69. Santhal house, present-day Bangladesh.
Source: Kritzolina, Wikimedia Commons.
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Figure 70. Shyamali, entrance bas reliefs

Figure 71. Pitalkhora Cave 4, Maharashtra. Source: Sarah Welch, Wikimedia Commons.
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Figure 72. Shyamali, view from northeast

Figure 73. Santhal village in West Bengal, 1924.
Source: Wikimedia Commons, Public Domain.
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Figure 74. Punascha, Uttarayan, view from south

Figure 75. Student Hostel “Kalo Bari,” Kala Bhavan
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